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Section One
Introduction and Background
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Introduction
The County Council is operating in the most challenging conditions in its existence. Significant
demographic growth, coupled with ever reducing funding from Central Government has led to a
point where only radical transformation will ensure that the Council can continue to deliver its
residents. It is more important than ever that resources are prioritised appropriately, and the
Authority works towards achieving its outcomes, as agreed by Council. This report outlines how the
Council needs to save £130.7m over the next four years, in addition to the £202m which will have
already been saved by the end of the 2015-16 financial year since 2011-12.
As the Government continues with the austerity policy through deficit reduction, the estimated
funding reduction to the Council is in the order of £62m over the next four years. The ever increasing
demographic pressures and additional new responsibilities alongside the reduced Government
funding create unsustainable pressure on the provision of public services in the County.
The Council needs to deliver innovative savings and efficiencies to address these cost pressures. This is
in the context of being one of the most productive and cost effective County Councils in the country, in
virtually all quarters from Fire & Rescue to Library Services, whilst charging citizens the lowest County
Council Tax in the country, on a like for like basis, as evidenced by the graph below.

Chart 1: Average Band D Council Tax rates for County Councils.
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The way public services are provided will now undergo their biggest ever transformation if they are
to survive. This report outlines how the council is responding to the pressures and the direction of
travel over the medium term. The Council Plan sets out the progress made in the biggest
transformation programme – the move to a Next Generation Council, and also about the ambitions
to create a resilient organisation with increased potential for growth and transformation.
The Council Plan also outlines the plans for becoming more financially secure by moving to the Next
Generation Council model, while enhancing the ability to deliver against the vision and outcomes.
The commitment to pursuing the values brought together in the Council Cube remain at this very
core and this plan, alongside the outcomes framework, as the Council continues to deliver and
facilitate effective Safeguarding and Wellbeing outcomes for Northamptonshire residents and
communities.

Economic Outlook
The economic outlook continues to show growth into 2016, which was illustrated in detail within the
Medium Term Strategy Report presented to Cabinet in October 2015. The following table
summarises the economic outlook with up to date figures where necessary;

Mar-15

Mar-16

Latest figures

Inflation ( Consumer Price Index)

0.80%

0.50%

0.60%

Gross Domestic Product (Bank of England
Index)

106.3

106.7

107.4

Unemployment

5.50%

5.10%

4.90%

National Debt % of GDP

80.40%

83.70%

Table 1: Summary Economic Performance

Growth in the UK ecomony during 2015 slowed but continued at a steady rate, with stronger
performance within the service sector and inflation and employment levels remaining low. A key
factor likely to impact the ecomony is the European referendum. The outcome as to whether the UK
remains parts of the European Union is unknown at the time of final budget , as is its impact on the
economic outlook for the UK , with forecasts expecting a slow down in the pace of growth for the UK
post Brexit.
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Northamptonshire Impact
The Chart below highlights the financial outlook with the future reliance on Council Tax and Business
Rates and suggests that the Settlement Fudning will represent less than 25% of the total Council
funding by 2019-20.

Chart 2: Source LGA - Future Funding Outlook for Councils to 2019-20

Local economic growth pays a vital role in generating increased funds to provide the necessary
services to the population of Northamptonshire. Future funding for Council Services will largely be
dependant on income from Council Tax and Business Rates therefore requiring counties to become
more self determinant moving forward.
The table below summarises local performance indicators within Northamptonshire .
Table 2

Mar-13

Mar-14

Mar-15

75.50%

77%

78.60%

0.7% net in
year

0.9% net in
year

Not Available

Not Available

20.22%

Not Available

31,174

Not Available

Employment Rates %
(National Average 2014 – 71.9%)
Housing Growth*

Local Business Growth - New
Company Registrations
(England Average 2013 – 19.4%)
Active
enterprises
(estimates
excluding dormant entities)

28,825
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The key thrust of the Council Plan is to develop strategies and policies to contribute to creating more
prosperous communities and make Northamptonshire a great place to live and work. Local
performance indicators and annual reports produced nationally ( see Table 2) demonstrate that the
County is continuing to recover through increased employment rates and increased business growth
which will also have a positive impact on the funds available to provide the necessary services for
the local communities moving forward.

Chart 3: Total Businesses in Northamptonshire (ONS, UK Business: Activity, Size and Location 2016)

The familiar graph below highlights how service expenditure is under pressure as a result of
continuing demand on Adult and Children’s Social Care leaving less available funding for other local
government services. Whilst this has been the expected picture for some time the Council is
beginning to face the real impact of previously projected trends in increased demand and reduced
funding. Consequently, this makes it imperative that the Council becomes more self determinant to
fund the services that are priority for Northamptonshire.
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Chart 4: Source Northamptonshire Estimated Funding Outlook – LGA - Squeeze on Expenditure
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Background to Local Government Finance
Revenue Funding Sources
Local authority revenue expenditure is the spend that is made on the day to day costs of running the
council and delivering ongoing service provision. In the case of Northamptonshire County Council,
this amounts to over £800 million a year. This expenditure has to be met by a variety of funding
sources to ensure that the council is able to deliver a balanced budget each year.
The five main sources of income for the council are:

Specific Grants and Contributions
These are grants that are provided, primarily by Government, to deliver a specific service. These
grants are often ring-fenced which means that they can only be used for the purpose specified.
Specific grants deliver over 50% of the total annual income to NCC, but the largest proportion of this
is down to the ring-fenced grant for schools funding, known as the Dedicated Schools Grant (DSG).
The majority of this grant is delegated directly to schools.

Fees and Charges
Councils are expected to charge for a number of services. The principle for determining the level of
charges should be to cover costs.
These first two sources of income are set against the £804million gross expenditure of the council, to
arrive at the annual net expenditure total. NCC’s net expenditure 2016-17 is £416m. This net
expenditure figure is funded by the following sources of income:

Council Tax
Council Tax is a charge on local homes. The amount of Council Tax each householder pays is set by
the Council each year at the Full Council meeting in February which approves the budget. The level
of Council Tax income required is determined by the difference between the funding received from
the Government and the annual net expenditure of the Council’s budget.

Formula Grant
Formula Grant comprises two specific sources of funding:
National Non-Domestic Rates (NNDR) These are the business rates that are charged on local
businesses, at a rate set by the Government. Up until April 2013, the rates were collected by local
authorities and paid into a national pool. NCC then received back a proportion of this pool, the level
of which was determined through the funding formula. However, in April 2013 The Business Rates
Rentention System was introduced which has given Local Authority’s an incentive to encourage
economic development by allowing them to retain some of their business rates growth.
Revenue Support Grant (RSG) This is the amount the Government adds to the NNDR funding to give
the total formula funding settlement figure, and is again subject to the Government’s four block
funding formula calculation.

Government Non-ring fenced Grants
In the past, many Government grants were service based and specific to the services that they
support. The Government is, however, moving away from grants which are specific to a particular
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service and replacing them with non ring- fenced grants, as these give greater flexibility to Councils
in determining where the funding should be spent.

Value For Money
Value for money (VFM) is the delivery of better public services in the best possible way in line with
the priorities of local people using the resources available. Value for money is about ensuring an
appropriate balance between Economy, Efficiency and Effectiveness.




Economy: using resources prudently to minimise costs, time or effort (doing things at the
lowest acceptable cost)
Efficiency: maximising the ratio of outputs to inputs/resources (doing things the right way)
Effectiveness: achieving our objectives (doing the right things) and delivering outcomes that
are fit for purpose

Value for money can be summarised as doing the right thing, in the right way, and at the lowest
possible cost, whilst ensuring an appropriate balance between cost and performance. This goes to
the heart of the Council’s determination to show that “we do not waste your money”.
The Council’s VFM strategy continues to ensure that:


Services are fit for purpose, meeting statutory requirements and satisfying local needs



Expenditure on services compares favourably with comparable local authorities regardless of
whether services are provided directly, in partnership or commissioned through a third party



We understand our costs and what drives them



Investment will be directed at improving the efficiency and quality of services and the
customer experience



Improving outcomes and value for money for local people through a framework of strategic
and local partnerships which co-operate effectively to meet shared goals

The Council has developed a range of integrated approaches and organisational processes which
together help to drive the delivery of Value for Money. These are enshrined in our Statements of
Required Practices (SORPs) which supports staff in how we must operate. The SORPs concentrate on
different areas of the council’s core activities and are incorporated into the following areas:

Finance and Performance Management
Our integrated approach to service planning will ensure we maximise outcomes for our customers
and communities within the resources available, proactively targeting resources at our priority
outcomes and ensuring value for money for our Council Tax payers. Our processes will also ensure
that where appropriate we plan jointly with our partners to maximise the efficient use of resources.
Our performance management framework is designed to ensure we are focused on delivery and
achieve significant and sustainable improvements in performance from an organisational level
through to the performance of individuals.

Project Management
Our project management framework is designed to ensure that all projects are managed efficiently
and effectively in support of the Council’s objectives.

Procurement
Value for money is a key component of our Procurement strategy. We aim to further develop our
corporate and collaborative commitment to procurement to increase purchasing power and value
for money and to reduce the cost of duplicated effort.In addition to the SORPs, NCC also focuses on
VFM in the following areas:
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Benchmarking
Benchmarking is the comparison of costs, performance and best practice with other Councils and
will form a key part of our service and resource planning process. The information obtained will help
us assess service effectiveness and inform budget decisions as we seek to improve by learning from
others.

Partnership Working
We will continue to explore and where appropriate develop and engage in joint working and
partnership arrangements to secure improved value for money.

Training and Development
We will raise the profile of value for money across the Council through appropriate communication,
training and development and stakeholder engagement so that it becomes embedded within the
culture and is an integral part of the way we deliver services.

Consultation
We will continue to engage with citizens, local communities, customers, service users, partners and
other key stakeholders so that they are consulted and play an active role in securing value for money
services delivered by the Council.

Scrutiny and Audit
Scrutiny, both internally and externally has a key role in helping the Council to review and challenge
our performance and policy framework to ensure value for money is maximised.
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Financial Planning Process
Ultimately it is the Council Plan, which is updated on an annual basis, which drives the overall
Medium Term Financial Strategy (MTFS). From the MTFS, a Medium Term Financial Plan (MTFP) is
developed which gives the financial expression to the Strategy and to the Council Plan. The MTFP
seeks to look over a period of four years in detail, building up the future financial picture, setting out
assumptions in expenditure and funding to enable robust financial planning. This plan is generally
updated on a rolling annual basis, with the first year setting the framework of the current budget
being planned for in detail. The annual process of planning through to delivering the new budget is
set out in the diagram below.

Annual Budget Process
The budget process is actually a continuous cycle of processes throughout the year. The diagram
below sets out the process as it was for the 2015-16 financial year leading to the production of the
2016-17 budget.
April & May
March
Implement Medium Term
Financial Plan .
Commence Medium Term
Financial Plan 2016 -17 planning
process .

June
Areas of review are identified as
part of closing the accounts and
as an outcome of the challenge
process for the Medium Term
Financial Plan .

February

Indicative Cash Limit figures are
issued to Directors . Guidance is
issued within which budget
plans are to be developed .

July/ August

Medium Term Financial Strategy
is approved by Cabinet .
Cabinet recommends the
budget and Council Tax to
Council . Council agrees budget
and Council Tax levels .

Commence Medium Term
Financial Plan ning Process
NCC Group
. discuss and agree
approach and develop high level
plans and priorities .

January

September

Overview and Scrutiny
Committees review draft budget
proposals .
Final amount of Government
financial support announced .

1 st Budget Planning Meetings
To widen understanding and
encourage challenge of budget
proposals .

December
Draft budget and Medium Term
Financial Plan recommended by
Cabinet for formal public
consultation .
Consultation period begins .

October
November
Provisional figures for
Government financial support
are announced in late
November or early December .
Cabinet considers strategic and
resource position and finalises
overall spending and tax .

Budget Meetings to enable
challenge of budget proposals ,
led by the Corporate
Management Team and
Corporate Leadership Team .
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Medium Term Planning Process
Medium Term Financial Plan is reviewed and refreshed on an annual basis. Assumptions made when
setting the MTFP a year ago will need to be reviewed and updated where necessary. New information
on funding and service delivery has to be assessed and factored into the MTFP.
The Medium Term Financial Plan (MTFP) covers the period 2016-17 to 2019-20 and forms part of the
Council’s corporate planning process. It gives a financial expression to the Council’s plans over the
next four years and will enable the Council to effectively plan for the financial pressures it faces and
to ensure consistency in service delivery to its customers.
The Council needs a high level funded plan for its priority outcomes and core purpose which
balances the available financing with its spending needs. It includes the financial strategy, financial
assumptions and inherent financial risks, but more importantly it links decisions on resource
allocations to policy decisions on priorities.
The principles underlying the MTFP are:


Stable and sustainable budgets.



Ensure plans focus on improving Council services.



Ensures resources are focussed on the Council’s highest priorities.



Demonstrate value for money.



Recognise risk and ensure an adequate level of financial protection against risk by
maintaining a prudent level of financial reserves.



Secure understanding of sources of potential finance.



Build financial capacity for fundamental change.



Flexibility – to allow shifts in spending should circumstances change.



Not to overburden the Council with financial commitments.



Align on-going financing with on-going spending; use one-off funding sources for
investment purposes.



Provide a clearer approach to commissioning services.



Better use of business intelligence.



Securing stable and sustainable budgets. This principle is at the core of our financial
planning process and has a number of elements:

In the challenging economic environment and reduced levels of government funding delivering
stability is an essential part of setting the Council’s budget. This will be done by ensuring that
changes from year to year in resources available and the financing implications of those changes are,
as far as possible, predicted and managed.
The Council needs to ensure it is making the best use of all resources, delivering efficiencies where
possible and optimising the financial resources available to the Council over the life of the MTFP.
Over the medium term, the Council needs to remove its reliance on reserves to support current
spending. However, the use of reserves to smooth the effects of the drastic changes in the level of
resources available must be considered as a tool to help the council plan and manage the level of
change it needs to undertake to deliver services within the resources available. This builds a longer
term view of budget setting and service delivery based on the Council’s core purpose and will deliver
more stable and sustainable budgets over the medium term.
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The 2016-17 Settlement Announcement gave details of a four year Core Spending Offer to Local
Authorities which took on a new approach for future funding, which included the Council Tax
requirement. This change in approach to Local Authority funding has been incorporated within the
MTFP process. See link below:
https://www.gov.uk/government/collections/final-local-government-finance-settlement-england2016-to-2017
Capitalisation flexibilities have been offered to enable Local authorities to make use of 100% of
receipts from selling capital assets (excluding the Right to Buy) to fund ‘the revenue costs of reform
projects’. This option has been fully utilised to assist the implementation of transformation over
the four year MTFP period together with the challenges that the Council is facing immediately in
2016-17. In order to take up this flexibility an annual Efficiency Strategy must be prepared and
submitted to the DCLG.

The Rt Hon Greg Clark MP said the Government would ‘offer a guaranteed budget to every
council which desires one and which can demonstrate efficiency savings for next year, and for
every year of this Parliament’ It was further confirmed within the final settlement giving
Authorities the option to accept this offer and provide an efficiency plan for the four year period
by October 2016.
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Budget Consultation
Draft Budget and Council Plan Consultation Feedback Summary
Introduction
The purpose of this section is to set out the Draft Budget and Council Plan consultation process, key
consultation findings and how feedback is used to inform the final Budget and Council Plan.
1. How did people have their say?
The draft budget and council plan proposals were agreed by Cabinet on the 8th December 2015. This
began a six week period of consultation, as set out in the council’s constitution, which ran from 8th
December 2015 to 19th January 2016.
a) Consultation promotion
Councillors, local MPs and MEPs, district and borough councils, parish and town councils, partner
organisations, voluntary and community sector organisations, representatives from protected
characteristic groups, local business groups, customer and user groups and members of the
Northamptonshire Residents’ Panel were formally invited to give their views and asked to promote
the consultation to their members, or within their local area. Opportunities to take part in the
consultation were also promoted in the local media, through the council’s website, e-newsletter and
social media channels. The draft budget and council plan proposals have also been covered by the
national media.
b) Consultation channels
Local people and organisations were able to have their say in a range of ways:


Visiting the Draft Budget and Council Plan Consultation webpage



Visiting the county council’s Consultation Register



Completing an online survey



Emailing: consult@northamptonshire.gov.uk



Writing to Draft Budget and Council Plan Consultation, Northamptonshire County Council,
County Hall, Northampton, NN1 1DN



Using social media: Tweeting @mycountycouncil or posting comments on the
mycountycouncil Facebook page or LinkedIn page



Using the toolkit to hold their own discussions and feeding back to us



Signing or submitting a petition or e-petition

Council staff were also asked for their feedback on the Next Generation Council proposals through
the Council’s January Core Brief process.
A separate consultation was also held with providers about the future direction of adult social care
including fees. Three separate sessions took place, residential and nursing home providers for older
people; domiciliary care providers, and providers of services for adults aged under 65 years.
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c) Budget scrutiny
In addition to the consultation channels above, local people and organisations were invited to take
part in five separate Budget Scrutiny meetings:


Wednesday 16th December 2015 – Members of the public gave their views about which
budget proposals councillors should select for scrutiny in the following (January) sessions.



Monday 4th January 2016 - Members of the public gave their views about children’s social
care and education issues



Monday 4th January 2016 - Members of the public gave their views about adult social care
issues



Tuesday 5th January 2016 - Members of the public gave their views about environment,
development and transport-related issues



Tuesday 5th January 2016 - Members of the public gave their views about public health,
wellbeing and community service issues

Scrutiny of the draft council budget happens at the same time as the consultation process but has a
different focus. Budget scrutiny involved councillors looking at the draft budget proposals and
making recommendations that reflect their views about whether proposals will do what is intended.
d) Consultation response
During the six week draft budget consultation period:


The draft budget web page (NCC site) received 3,948 unique views: 1,122 more than for the
previous year’s draft budget and council plan consultation.



101 local people, partner agencies and local organisations made formal representations by
email, letter or social media, through the Consult mailbox.



376 consultees completed the online survey, hosted at Surveymonkey.com



2 group discussions were organised, using the Draft Budget Toolkit.



Via social media, 19 draft budget specific tweets were recorded (individuals voicing opinion
or asking for further information) and 3 direct messages were logged on Facebook.



3 petitions were received during the consultation:
o

The first, started by Momentum Northamptonshire on the change.org website
focussed on a theme of ‘No more cuts to Northants County Council's budget.’ By the
close of the consultation, this petition had been signed by 175 people and can be
accessed here.

o

The second petition, also hosted on the change.org website, was a petition against
the county council’s proposed closure of two elderly people’s care homes.
Ultimately signed by 3,202 people, this petition, and the comments left, can be
accessed here.

o The final petition, a paper-based survey, was initiated by the Kettering Constituency
Labour party and received on 25th January. Also focusing on an anti-cuts theme,
this petition has been signed by 157 people.
Excluding the web page views (which may, or may not have led to a consultation response), and
social media comments, using the various means listed above, during the consultation period some
4,033 people have contributed to the consultation.
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2. What did people say?
The remainder of the report focuses on two specific types of consultation feedback: bespoke
consultation responses received via the Consult mailbox and consultation feedback received through
online surveys. The ‘bespoke’ responses tended to focus on single issues of concern to consultees,
whilst responses to the online survey contained formal responses to a series of specific questions.
Full details of the response can be found within Appendix B (Item6) on the NCC Website at;
http://cmis.northamptonshire.gov.uk/cmis5live/MeetingsCalendar/tabid/73/ctl/ViewMeetingPublic
/mid/410/Meeting/2647/Committee/399/SelectedTab/Documents/Default.aspx
3. How will this feedback be used?
Throughout the consultation period, two specific reports have been produced to provide decisionmakers with an overview of all consultation feedback received. These reports consist of: a weekly
report summarising all consultation feedback and key trends therein, and a three-weekly comments
index, which consists of all consultation feedback left in response to the online survey.
Results from the consultation process were used to inform recommendations made within the
Budget and Council Plan cabinet report on the 18th February, and also supported the final Council
decision on 29th February 2016. Where relevant, findings hwere used to update the budget equality
impact assessments
Comments received on the consultation process itself are used to review and improve the way in
which consultation on the draft budget is undertaken in future.
4. Will there be further consultation?
Further consultation will take place as plans are implemented.
 Specific proposals for service changes will be the subject of separate, detailed
consultations as the proposals themselves are developed and refined.


Where there are proposals affecting employment and working arrangements, there will
be ongoing consultation with trade unions and other staff representatives.
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Section Two
Setting the Budget and Council Tax
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2016-17 Revenue Budget
The table below shows how these movements have been built up from the starting 2015-16
position, to the final Revenue Budget of £416.4m.

£000
Total Service Spend 2016-17
Technical ,Corporate and Other

539,317
53,383

Dedicated Schools Grant

195,672

Gross Base Budget 2016-17

788,372

Total Service Income
Transformation Funding
Unavoidable Service Pressures

(375,600)
(12,000)
80,841

Savings

(65,145)

Net Budget

416,468

2016-17 Net Budget Requirement

416,468

Central Grant & Contributions
New Homes Bonus

(4,941)

Education Services Grant

(4,240)

Central Government Transition Funding

(1,691)

Other Government Grants
Section 31 Business Rates Retention Relief
Total Central Grants & Contributions

(691)
(2,030)
(13,593)

Councils are now required to publish what is known as the Council Tax Requirement. This shows the
amount of Council Tax needed to be raised to fund the budget.

Government Baseline Funding and Business Rates Retention
Council Tax to be Collected
BRR Collection Fund Deficit
Council Tax Collection Fund Surplus
2016-17 Total Budget Funding

(143,279)
(254,423)
543
(5,716)
(416,468)
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Council Tax
The financial climate continues to present challenges in maintaining service delivery with
reduced Central Government funding and this is reinforced by the fact that the current Council
Tax revenue now accounts for 60% of Northamptonshire County Council’s total Net Budget.
Consequently, there is continued pressure to require Local Authorities to be self determinant
with increased reliance and dependency on increases in tax base growth and maximum
collection rates.
The below Council Tax bands have been calculated by taking the current 2015-16 Council Tax
band prices and increasing them by a proposed 3.95%. This increase includes a Social Care
Precept of 2% which has been applied across all years of the plan in line with the recommended
levels announced within the (LGFS).

Council
Tax Band
A
B
C
D
E
F
G
H

Council Tax
£
726.58
847.68
968.77
1,089.87
1,332.06
1,574.26
1,816.45
2,179.74

Social Care
£
14.25
16.63
19.01
21.38
26.13
30.88
35.63
42.76

Total
£
740.83
864.31
987.78
1,111.25
1,358.19
1,605.14
1,852.08
2,222.50

District Precepts
The income anticipated in 2016-17 from Council Tax precepts total £254.4m. This reflects the latest
estimated numbers received from the districts and boroughs for the Council Tax Base.
The precepts calculated for each district and boroughs, based on a Band D Council Tax of £1,111.25,
are set out below.
Surplus(-) /Deficit
2016-17 Tax Base
Precepts on the District
from previous years
(Band D Equivalents)
Councils’ Collection Fund
£
£
£
Corby

(115,639)

17,892.0

19,882,485.00

Daventry

(499,488)

28,838.02

32,046,249.70

East
Northamptonshire

(908,505)

30,084.00

33,430,845.00

Kettering

(1,246,958)

30,450.00

33,837,562.50

Northampton

(2,540,899)

64,357.94

71,517,760.80

(380,411)

33,849.69

37,615,468.00

(24,000)

23,480.00

26,092,150.00

(5,715,900)

228,951.65

254,422,521.00

South
Northamptonshire
Wellingborough
Total
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Tax Base
In order to fully calculate the effects of Council Tax yield, movements in the tax base also need
to be considered. The tax base is used to establish the total tax due, and takes into account
growth in the number of chargeable properties and changes to discounts.
The final Council Tax base figures for 2016-17 have been confirmed by Districts and Boroughs. The
Final Budget figure represent an increase compared with the estimates given for the Draft Budget
and re-enforces the estimated 2% growth in the Tax Base data used for 2017-18. There has been a
1.75% tax base growth applied to future years which will be reviewed annually but continues the
upward trend in recent years

The impact of changes in the current tax base is summarised in the table below.
Year

2016-17

2017-18

2018-19

2019-20

£m

£m

£m

£m

254.42

269.76

285.32

301.78

5.71

0.00

0.00

0.00

260.13

269.76

285.32

301.78

256.94

263.43

271.25

279.31

3.19

6.33

14.07

22.47

Council Tax Income
Collection Fund Balance
Total Council Tax Income
Council Tax Income In Draft
Budget
Change Since DDraft
Budget (- =Decrease)

Table 1: Council Tax Funding levels based on Tax Base and Council Tax increase assumptions
Note 1: Assumes annual Tax Base growth of 1.75% in future years.
Note 2: figures include the Adult Social Care Precept of 2% from 2016-17.

Overall the Council Tax income his estimated to increase by £46m over the medium term. This
includes the inclusion of the Adult Social Care Precept of 2% per annum from 16-17 onwards.
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Council Tax Bills by District and Borough Councils
The final 2016-17 Council Tax bill is worked out by adding up the charges from the County Council,
plus the charges from the relevant District or Borough Council, the Police Authority, and in some
cases town and parish council charges.

Average Total Band D Council Tax across Northamptonshire ( excluding parish
council tax rates )

Corby
£1,495.71

East
Northants
£1,444.86

Kettering
£1,521.60

Daventry
£1,449.17

Wellingborough
£1,452.3

Northampton
£1,528.00

The figures include:
Northamptonshire County Council
£1,111.25
South Northants
£1491.58

Northamptonshire Police Authority
£204.96
District Council

Source: District and Borough Councils
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Expenditure and Funding by Directorate
The 2016-17 budget was agreed at Full Council on 29th February 2016, this shows a breakdown of
the budget and the share of Council Tax payable as a Band D equivalent against each area. The table
below shows the breakdown over the Directorate structure in place at the time of the Budget.
Budget
2016-17

Share of
Band D
Council Tax

£'000

£

%

The Council estimates that it will spend money
across the services set out below:
Adult Social Care
Public, Health and Wellbeing
Chief Executive Services
Children, Families and Education
Environment, Development and Transport
LGSS
Service Grouping Total
Treasury
Central Employee Budgets
Precepts
Redundancy and Other Staff Costs
Central Pension Costs
Insurance
Net Revenue Spend 2014-15
Reserve Contribution
Total Net Budget to be Funded

Central Grants and Contribution
Collection Fund Balance
Government Formula Grant
Council Tax Requirement
Net Budget Requirement

145,180
7,734
2,660
129,213
73,353
24,402
382,542
20,312
1564
702
2,000
7,304
2,044
416,468
0
416,468

404.40
20.15
6.93
336.67
191.12
63.58
1,022.85
52.92
4.08
1.83
5.21
19.03
5.33
1,111.25
0.00
1,111.25

Funding

Share of
Band D
Council Tax

£’000

£

(13,593)
(5,173)
(143,279)

(254,423)
(416,468)

36%
2%
1%
30%
17%
6%
92%
5%
0%
0%
0%
2%
0%
100%
0%
100%

%

(36.27)
(13.80)
(382.31)
(678.87)
(1,111.25)
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3%
1%
34%
61%
100%

Build up of Directorate Budgets
Directorate

Adults Social Care
Children, Families and
Education
Environment, Development
and Transport
Public Health and Wellbeing
Total NCC Group
Total Service Budget
Dedicated Schools Grant
Overall Total

Base
Gross
Exp.
Budget
2015-16
£m
196.15

Service
Pressures

Savings

Gross
Budget
2016-17

Income

Net
Budget
2016-17

£m
32.48

£m
(23.88)

£m
204.75

£m
(59.57)

£m
145.18

167.02

25.35

(20.24)

172.13

(42.91)

129.22

78.30

12.28

(2.82)

87.76

(14.41)

73.35

62.23
88.97
592.67
195.70
788.37

0.27
10.46
80.84
0.00
80.84

(1.36)
(16.84)
(65.14)
0.00
(65.14)

61.14
82.59
608.37
195.70
804.07

(53.40)
(21.61)
(191.90)
(195.70)
(387.60)

7.74
60.98
416.47
0.00
416.47
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Financing the Spend
The County Council plans to spend £804m in 2016-17. It will receive a total of £388m in the form of
specific government grants, reimbursements and income from sales and fees for services it provides.
The net figure of £416.4m is funded by transfers from Central Government grant, Business Rates and
Council Tax.

Dedicated Schools
Grant
24%
Council Tax
32%

Government
Baseline
Funding and
Business Rates
Retention
18%

Income Generating
Proposals
0%
Income Generating
Proposals
<1%
Central Grants and
Reserves
NHS Funding for
Contributions Health Outcomes
2%
Grant
2%

Other
Income
2%

Public Health Grant
5%
Assessed Client
Contributions
4%

Other Specific
Grants
6%
Fees & Charges
4%
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Revenue Funding Sources
Dedicated Schools Grant
School Specific Grants
Public Health Grant
Fees & Charges
Assessed Client Contribution
NHS Funding for Health Outcomes Grant
Other Grants & Contributions
Other Income

-195.7
-29.2
-36.6
-32.1
-32.2
-17.9
-31.9
-12.0

Total Service Income
New Homes Bonus
Education Service Grant
Central Government Transitional Grant Funding
Other Government Grants
S31 Business Rates Retention Relief

-387.6
-4.9
-4.2
-1.7
-0.7
-2.0

Total Central Grants
Government Baseline Funding and Business Rates Retention
Council Tax to be Collected
BRR Collection Fund Deficit
Council Tax Fund Surplus

-13.6
-143.3
-254.4
0.5
-5.7

Total Budget Funding

-804.1
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Spending by Directorate
The chart below shows how the gross expenditure of £804m has been split over the different
directorates.
Environment,
Development and
Transport
11%

Children, Families
and Education
46%

Treasury
4%
Corporate, Other
and Reserves
2%

LGSS
4%
Adult Social Care
25%

Chief Executive
Public, Health
Services
and Wellbeing
0%
8%

Gross Expenditure by Service Area and Function
Directorate
Adult Social Care
Public, Health and Wellbeing
Chief Executive Services
LGSS
Children, Families and Education
Environment, Development and Transport
Treasury
Corporate, Other and Reserves
Total Gross Expenditure

£m
205
61
3
34
368
88
30
16
804

Gross Expenditure includes non-schools DSG element.
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Spending by Expenditure Type
The chart below shows how the £804m has been spent by expenditure type.

Type of Expenditure %
Other
Expenditure, 25%

Employees, 19%

Premises,
1%
Supplies and
Services, 9%

Third Party
Payments, 43%

Transport, 3%

Gross Expenditure by Type
Type of Spending
Employees
Premises
Supplies and Services
Transport
Third Party Payments
Other Expenditure

%
19%
1%
9%
3%
43%
25%

Total Gross Expenditure

100%

Other expenditure includes non-schools DSG expenditure.
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Reserves
The recommended level of reserves is assessed with reference to the Council’s Reserves Policy,
which was reviewed by Cabinet in February 2016. The minimum level of general reserves which it
was considered prudent to hold at the start of the 2016-17 financial year is £12.01m and was based
on review of the risks and associated values of a number of different elements.
The overall level of reserves has to be specifically addressed as part of the Chief Financial Officer’s
Section 25 report which is issued alongside the final budget report. This report is a statutory
requirement and established that the budget is robust, and that the levels of reserves are adequate.
There are two main types of reserves. General reserves are held as a contingency against unspecified
future need, and earmarked reserves which are amounts held for specific items. The reserve
balances reported within the budget report , which were based on an estimated forecast for the end
of the 2015-16 financial year are shown below.

Description
General Reserves

Balance
as at
31/03/16
£000
12,010

Earmarked Reserves
Insurance reserve
Street Lighting PFI
Grant Carry Forwards
LGSS reserves
Budget delivery reserve
Asset disposal reserve
Troubled families reserve
Redundancy Reserve
Adult social care demography reserve
Parking Reserve (New 2015-16)
Capital financing reserve
Business Rates Reserve
Public Health Reserve
Pen Green Reserch Center Reseve
Donations Reserve
County Council Election Reserves
Fire-Fighters lll-Health pension Reserve
Economic Development Reserve
Earmarked Reserves Total

4,338
2,799
1,140
1,013
860
1,854
378
975
200
365
452
1,724
4,988
423
73
287
191
3
22,062

Note 1: Reserves are subject to annual review as part of the Council's closedown process, at which time the above balances
and forecasts may change.
Note 2: This represents NCC 50% share of the LGSS Reserves. The Use of these reserves is formally agreed with the Joint
Committee
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Overview of General and Earmarked Reserves
In determining a prudent level of reserves to maintain, the Chief Financial Officer will take into
account a number of factors. These include:









The current and future levels of inflation and interest rates.
Potential cash flow requirements.
Estimates of the level and timing of capital receipts.
The potential risk and inherent pressures of demography and demand led services.
The scale, scope and deliverability of planned efficiency savings.
The financial risks inherent in partnership arrangements.
The general financial climate.
The availability of other funds to deal with major contingencies.

The impact of the 2015-16 pressures already expressed within the Monthly Finance Report highlights
how the reserves have been used to assist Services whilst the sustainable solutions are worked
through and implemented over the coming months.
The estimated end of year forecast balance of General Reserve continues to remain at £12m which is
in line with the agreed level laid down within the Reserves Policy of two to five % of the Net Budget
Requirement.
The latest detailed forecast reserve levels are summarised in the table below

Reserves

Forecast

Forecast

Forecast

Forecast

Forecast

Forecast

31/03/2016

31/03/2017

31/03/2018

31/03/2019

31/03/2020

31/03/2021

£m

£m

£m

£m

£m

£m

General

12.01

12.01

12.01

12.01

Earmarked

22.06

10.83

7.76

6.62

37.9

22.81

16.43

12.48

Schools Note 1

12.01
5.48
9.6

Table 9: Forecast level of Reserves over MTFP period
Note 1: Schools balances consist of uncommitted balances and earmarked balances with the majority being earmarked.
Schools have discretion on how the uncommitted balances are used whereas the schools earmarked reserves are retained for
specific school related purposes.
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12.01
3.96
7.69

Budget Assumptions
In order to build the 2016-17 revenue budget and to plan the future years of the MTFP, it is
necessary to make a number of assumptions. The key assumptions that underpin the 2016-17
budget within this document are as follows:

Government Formula Funding
The Draft Budget assumptions on Government funding were based on information announced
within the Spending review and Autumn Statement anticipating a 9% reduction compared with
2015-16. Unfortunately, the Council was not made aware that the provisional settlement was to
include further reductions to the RSG after taking into consideration the Council Tax requirement.
Consequently, Northamptonshire County Council was faced with an additional funding gap of £7.5m
for 2016-17 and £2.6m for 2017-18.
In order to take the funding projections through to 2019-20, some assumptions have been made to
existing grants. The four year Core Offer gave details of the expected settlement funding which have
now replaced the figures used within the Draft Budget. This reflects the reduction of 13.2% in 201617, 13.3% in 2017-18, falling to a 8.7% reduction by 2019-20. This equates to an overall reduction of
£62m over the medium term financial plan.
On the upside, the settlement indicates that the anticipated benefits with the expected changes to
the Better Care Fund will provide a total of £14.4m by 2019-20 in addition to the extra income
generated through increased Council Tax from the Social Care Precept.
Whilst a number of the Central Government grants have been published not all are fully known at
this stage with some of the service specific grants awaiting confirmation. Any changes to the
estimates included within the Final Budget will be reported as variances within the in year
monitoring and included in the budget planning process for future years.

Council Tax Increases
The 2016-17 revenue budget has been constructed on the basis that Council Tax will be increased by
3.95%. This includes an additional 2% Adult Social Care Precept and an underlying Council Tax
increase of 1.95%. Future years are also modelled on a 3.95 % increase including Adults Social Care
Precept.

Inflation
Inflation adds a huge pressure to the County Council’s spending. These assumptions have been, and
will continue to be, subject to an in depth review. The current assumptions are as follows:


Pay inflation – As per the detailed proposal within Appendix H, which has been locally
agreed at 1% for 2016-17.



Pensions – percentage increases in the employer’s contribution arising from the 2014
valuation of the Pensions Fund spread over the period 2014-15 to 2016-17.



Contract inflation – based on current analysis of existing contract inflation.



Utilities inflation – based on prices already negotiated by Procurement.



PFI & PPP inflation – based on contract agreements.



Waste management inflation – based on volume and price per tonne.

With the Government's proposed introduction of the single-tier state pension from April 2016, there
will no longer be the ability to ‘contract-out’, and therefore the lower, contracted-out rates of
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National Insurance will cease. Members of the LGPS and their employers will therefore be paying an
increased rate of national insurance, which will be the same as if they were not members of the
LGPS. The implications are that the Council will be required to increase National Insurance
contributions by approximately 3.4% and this financial impact has been built in from 2016-17.

Redundancy Costs
The budget presented sets aside £2m to cover the top up of the existing provision to cover one-off
redundancy costs and associated pension strain pressures incurred in achieving the staffing cuts set
out within the budget proposals.
Flexibility to Use Capital Receipts
The capitalisation flexibilities have been explored in the context of the move to a Next Generation
Council (NGC) set alongside the significant financial pressures that exist for 2016-17. As a result the
MTFP includes the use of capital receipts to fund the Council’s NGC transformation against a profile
of £12m in 2016-17, £9m in 2017-18 and £2m in 2018-19.
There is a cost in using this flexibility since the capital receipts will no longer be available for use to
fund the capital programme as initially planned. As a result to fund the capital programme
commitments additional borrowing is required and therefore the capital financing costs have been
included in the MTFP. The capital financing costs of taking up this flexibility equate to £1.2m in 201617, £0.9m in 2017-18 and £0.2m in 2018-19. The Capital Strategy has been updated to reflect this
change in approach and this does mean that it is necessary to suspend the Golden Rules in respect of
financing costs for the MTFP period (Golden Rule 1 – financing costs should not exceed 9% of
revenue spend). In order to take up this flexibility the strategy being adopted is to bring the Council’s
capital. In order to take up this flexibility an annual Efficiency Strategy must be prepared and
submitted to the DCLG.
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Budget Forecasts 2016-17 to 2019-20

Original Base Gross Budget (Brought Forward)
Adjustment in DSG for Schools transferring to Academy
status
Technical Adjustment to changes in Income and Grants

2016-17

2017-18

2018-19

2019-20

£0

£0

£0

£0

737,818

804,068

790,825

790,936

43,672

0

0

0

6,882

(901)

(929)

(905)

Revised Technical Adjustment

50,554

(901)

(929)

(905)

Adjusted Base Gross Budget

788,372

803,167

789,896

790,031

Inflation

11,373

10,021

10,659

11,045

Other Service Pressures

69,468

8,197

7,359

10,666

Total Unavoidable Service Pressures

80,841

18,218

18,018

21,711

(35,251)

(9,948)

(3,048)

(2,495)

(3,269)

(3,386)

(2,298)

(2,103)

(23,596)

(13,726)

(9,382)

(11,401)

(3,029)

(3,500)

(2,250)

(2,000)

Total Efficiencies, Disinvestments & Reductions

(65,145)

(30,560)

(16,978)

(17,999)

Gross Expenditure

804,068

790,825

790,936

793,743

(195,672)

(195,672)

(195,672)

(195,672)

School Specific Grants and Income

(29,165)

(29,165)

(29,165)

(29,165)

Public Health Grant

(36,604)

(35,702)

(34,774)

(33,870)

Fees & Charges

(32,110)

(32,110)

(32,110)

(32,110)

Assessed Client Contributions

(32,238)

(32,238)

(32,238)

(32,238)

UNAVOIDABLE SERVICE PRESSURES

SAVINGS
Efficiency
Income Generation
Service Transformation
Service Cuts

TOTAL FORECAST INCOME
Dedicated Schools Grant

Independant Living Fund

(857)

(829)

(803)

(778)

NHS Funding for Health Outcomes Grant

(17,952)

(17,952)

(17,952)

(17,953)

Other Grants

(17,012)

(17,012)

(17,012)

(17,012)

Other Contributions

(13,990)

(13,990)

(13,990)

(13,990)

Net Contributions to/from (-) Reserves
Income from Capitalisation of Transformation Programme
Total Service Income
Net Budget

0

0

0

4,236

(12,000)

(9,000)

(2,000)

0

(387,600)

(383,670)

(375,716)

(368,552)

416,468

407,155

415,220

425,191
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Budget Forecasts 2016-17 to 2019-20 (continued)
2016-17

2017-18

2018-19

2019-20

£0

£0

£0

£0

Central Grants and Contributions
Central Government Transistional Grant Funding

(1,691)

(1,702)

0

0

New Homes Bonus

(4,941)

(4,967)

(3,121)

(2,994)

0

(121)

(7,555)

(14,408)

(4,240)

(3,152)

(2,258)

(1,527)

(691)

(691)

(691)

(691)

(2,030)

0

0

0

(13,593)

(10,633)

(13,625)

(19,620)

(143,279)

(123,960)

(113,470)

(103,786)

(254,423)

(269,762)

(285,325)

(301,785)

Better care Fund
Education Services Grant
Other Government Grants
S31 Business Rates Retention Relief
Central Grants and Contributions
Formula Funding and Council Tax
Government Baseline Funding and Business Rates
Retention
Council Tax to be Collected (including Social Care Precept
2%)
BRR Collection Fund Deficit (- = surplus)

543

0

0

0

(5,716)

(2,800)

(2,800)

0

Total Formula Funding and Council Tax

(402,875)

(396,522)

(401,594)

(405,571)

Total Budget Funding

(416,468)

(407,155)

(415,220)

(425,191)

Council Tax Collection Fund Deficit (- = surplus)

The detail behind the service numbers in the table above can be found in Section 4.
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Section Three
Capital
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Capital
Capital investment relates to the acquisition and holding of productive assets that will have a life longer
than the financial year in which they were purchased. These assets are not charged to the
Comprehensive Income and Expenditure Statement (CIES) wholly upon acquisition but instead the costs
are expensed (depreciated) over their estimated economic life.
Capital expenditure is largely related to expenditure on the acquisition, construction and/or
enhancement of Council assets but could also include capital investment in wider public sector assets
through partnership working with other agencies such as Academy Schools or the Highways Agency.
There are two main classes of assets on the Balance Sheet:
Current Assets
These are assets which can be quickly converted into cash and typically contain assets such as stock,
debtors and cash itself.
Fixed Assets
Capital expenditure is largely related to expenditure on these types of assets. These are assets with a
relatively long lifespan such as land and buildings, infrastructure, plant and equipment and vehicles.
The Balance Sheet is a significant document in terms of painting a picture of the finances of the Council
at a fixed point in time. It is therefore important to understand and manage the balances that exist on
the face of the Balance Sheet, a major component of which is capital. Ensuring that capital investment
is aligned to corporate priorities and that assets are fully utilised, and provide continuing value for
money over their life, is an ongoing requirement.

Revenue Implications of Capital Expenditure
The acquisition and holding of assets has cost implications for the Council. For example, when
discretionary funding (prudential borrowing) is undertaken, the Council has to make interest payments
for this source of funding and these interest payments are charged to the CIES.
The Council is also required to make a Minimum Revenue Provision (MRP) each year to reflect the cost
of financing the assets over their useful economic life when they have been funded by prudential
borrowing. MRP is an amount set aside from the CIES (revenue budget) each year to meet the
repayment of borrowing.
During the life of an asset there are other revenue costs which may need to be met. These are called
Whole Life Costs and could include items such as utility costs, insurance and the ongoing maintenance
costs of the asset.

Capital Financing
Capital expenditure can be funded from a number of sources, including the following:

Discretionary Funding (Prudential Borrowing)
The Council can borrow additional money to finance capital expenditure on the condition that it is
affordable and sustainable. This power is governed by the Chartered Institute of Public Finance and
Accountancy’s (CIPFA) Prudential Code with which the Council fully complies.
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Capital Receipts
Capital receipts are the name given to the money the Council makes from the sale of its assets, for
example land and buildings. The Council only undertakes asset sales when it can achieve a fair value and
it is in the best interest of the Northamptonshire tax payers to do so.
Capital receipts can only usually be utilised towards funding future Capital Investment or to repay
borrowing costs in relation to previous investment. However following the announcement in SR2015 for
2016-17 to 2017-18 financial years the government has provided flexibility to utilise capital receipts to
fund transformation and cost reduction programmes within revenue.

Capital Grants
Capital grants may be awarded by the Government or other bodies for the local area or ear-marked
schemes of capital expenditure. Non-earmarked grants are able to be prioritised by the Council for local
needs or earmarked for specific projects to be delivered within the county.

Grants - Growth Deals (Local Growth Fund)
Growth deals are a direct response to the over-centralised UK economy and form part of the response
following the publication of Lord Heseltine’s report ‘No Stone Unturned’.
The first wave of growth deals totalling £6bn were announced in July 2014, with the first £2bn for 201516 with provisional allocations for future periods. Growth deal funds are allocated and managed via the
Local Enterprise Partnership (LEP)

Capital Contributions
Capital contributions may be made by third parties to fund specific projects that would benefit them as
well as the Council. This could include developer funding through Section 106 contributions which are
paid to the Council to mitigate the impact of new housing developments such as the need to provide
more school places or enhanced infrastructure.

Revenue Contributions
Revenue Contributions to Capital Outlay (RCCO) from revenue or reserves held by the Council may be
used to fund capital expenditure. As revenue budgets are squeezed to meet the constraints of revenue
funding, this method of capital funding is limited.
The following charts show the forecast sources of capital funding and the main spending areas forecast
for 2016-2017.
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Capital – Spending by Directorate

Public Health &
Wellbeing
0%

Property
Maintenance
1%

IT
2%

Adult Social Care
0%
Chief Executive
0%
Environment,
Development &
Transport
37%

Children, Families
& Education
60%

Expenditure by Service Area and Function
Directorate
Environment, Development & Transport
Children, Families & Education
Public Health & Wellbeing
IT Infrastructure & Development
Property Maintenance
Adult Social Care Services
Chief Executive
Total Expenditure

£m
109.72
176.15
0.76
4.56
1.47
0.22
0.38
293.26
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Capital – Spending by Expenditure Type
Chester Farm &
Heritage
2%
Buildings General
Maint., updating
1%

IT Country Parks
0%
2%

Waste
0%

Buildings - Libraries
0%

Adult Social Care
Superfast
0%
Broadband
1%
Fire Service
1%
Buildings - Pre
School & Primary
27%

East Northants Schools
Reorganisation
4%
Buildings - All
through Provision
4%
Buildings - HQ
8%
Carriageway Maint.
& Improvements
10%

Carriageway & Link
Roads - NEW
14%

Buildings Secondary provision
27%

Expenditure by Type
Category
Buildings – Pre School & Primary Provision
Buildings – Secondary Provision
Carriageway & Link Roads - New
Carriageway Maintenance & Improvements
Buildings – HQ
Buildings – All through School provision
Buildings – Schools Reorganisation
Heritage inc Chester Farm
IT
Communications Infrastructure – Superfast Broadband
Buildings General – Updating, Improvements & Maintenance
Fire Service
Buildings – Libraries
Adult Care Provision
Other – Country Parks & Waste
Total Expenditure

£m
79.69
79.33
40.40
28.93
22.23
12.90
10.41
7.28
4.56
2.00
1.99
1.75
0.77
0.61
0.41
293.26
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Capital – Financing the Expenditure

Invest to Save
7%
Innovative
6%

RCCO
0%

Discretionary
16%

Grants & External
71%

Funding Sources
Funding Streams
Grants & External Contributions (Including LGF)
Discretionary Capital Funding
Innovative Funding
Invest To Save Funding
Revenue Contributions
Total Expenditure

£m
208.19
47.95
18.06
18.70
0.36
293.26
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Section Four
Directorate Business Plans 2016-17
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Adult Social Care Services Directorate Plan 2016-17 to 2019-20
Executive Summary
Our focus over the medium term is to develop an Adult Health and Care Trust, which will help us
continue to improve outcomes for Northamptonshire residents by focusing on a model of care which
enhances people’s assets and opportunities, and also taking forward our prevention and
accommodation strategies. Our vision is a service which helps people work towards maintaining or
regaining independence, through a model of care which focuses on outcomes, in a county with a
varied and diverse accommodation offer for working age adults with disability and frail or vulnerable
older people.

The major drivers for change are: more complex needs of vulnerable adults, reliance on quality
affordable care and a strong workforce, year on year budget pressure, improving outcomes for
service users and ensuring people are safeguarded. This is underpinned by: the need to maintain
high performance, ensure we meet our statutory requirements, be certain that vulnerable adults are
safeguarded, work effectively with our key partners in Health and the care and support sectors, and
the need to improve outcomes at reduced cost.

Activity pressure on our ‘front doors’ continues and the service has been strengthened with
improved information, advice and signposting. The front door includes both Customer Service
Centre (80% diversion achieved) and hospitals (where approximately 50% of individuals enter our
system). The Directorate recently expanded early reablement services, and there are plans to
further strengthen and expand prevention and early intervention services designed to help people to
help themselves.

Our aim is to further reduce the number of people receiving continuing care through having
preventative services in place which will offer support, and where people do need continuing care to
provide affordable value-for-money services. Although the number of people in need of continuing
care has largely stabilised, this masks the significant activity related to (a) the turnover rate of
people coming and going from within the system, and (b) responding to safeguarding alerts (800%
increase over the last 5 years).
As a local authority our spend on both older adults and younger adults per head of population is
lower than the national average. We rely heavily on a quality and affordable private and voluntary
care and support sector and the vast majority of our budget (more than 90%) is spent on committed
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individual care packages. Furthermore, a significant proportion (est. 20%) of this is tied up in block
contracts (OCS and Shaw). Clients pay a contribution towards the cost of their care and maximising
income is crucial.

Adult social care budgets are, by their nature, volatile. Adult Social Care Services have the largest
budget in NCC, net £140m in 2015-16. This is down £10m from 2010-11 despite significantly
increased demand for and cost of care packages. Savings targets in the past two years amount to
£46m alone. In 2015-2016 the Directorate has delivered in year savings whilst at the same time
responding to new legislation (Care Act 2014), increased Deprivation of Liberty assessments, failing
providers of care and support, reductions in continuing health care funding, and an increase in
complex needs of individuals forcing up the average cost of care and support packages. Over the
past 4 years, approximately £30m worth of efficiencies from service redesign have been delivered.
We have undertaken a Fit for Future programme of savings which will have successfully delivered an
estimated £12m of savings for 2015-2016, with some of the plans seeing continued delivery of
savings within 2016-17. Demand pressure has largely been suppressed within older persons
budgets. Work continues to focus on younger adults where the cost of care package increases has
slowed down, but continues to give rise to budget pressure, however, spend is still in excess of
available budget.
A robust diagnostic exercise has been carried out on the business by independent external
consultants, Red Quadrant. Their findings and recommendations have played a significant part in
informing our new target operating model based on progression, demand reduction and improved
early intervention services.
We have started a large scale transformation programme which will allow us to build on the success
of the Fit for Future programme and expand its reach. Investment in reviews, restructuring our block
contracts, close working with Health, constraint on pressures, developing effective prevention and
short term reablement/early intervention services and service redesign will deliver medium term
transformational change and savings. In order to ensure affordable care and support we will
strengthen our commissioning function and complement it with a brokerage function, to reflect our
Accommodation Strategies for working age adults and older people.

The Directorate sets out a medium term financial plan (MTFP) which is business led and will deliver
significant savings, given that pressures and invest-to-save initiatives are resourced.
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Pressures:
Our pressures come from growth in demography, more people with complex needs living longer,
support to help people move on from hospital quickly and the need to pay care and support
providers a fair cost of care and, most recently, the National Living Wage. The associated financial
pressures of Adult Social Care are a national, as well as a local, issue and are compounded by the
pressures on our key partners Health and the social care sector.

The Care Act brought a number of new duties, most noteworthy are those strengthening
Safeguarding and support to Carers, but also new responsibilities around market oversight and
market failure, delivering care and support to people in our prisons and enhanced accountabilities in
regards to preventative services.

Responding to on-going activity increases and budget pressure with reduced support capacity has
made it difficult to transform the service. The Directorate plan is to deliver just that, a service that is
fit for the future with strong early intervention and prevention services and continuing care that
delivers outcomes for individuals.

Directorate Net Budget Requirement
The budget planning process incorporated a more outcome-based approach with the introduction of
business plans for 2016-17. The table below provides details of the base budget brought forward
from 2015-16, any necessary adjustments to growth and savings to provide the allocated net budget
requirement for the Directorate for 2016-17 to 2019-20.
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2016-17
£000
Prior Yr Base Budget b/fwd*

2017-18
£000

2018-19
£000

2019-20
£000

Total

136,581

145,208

139,867

142,593

4,645
27,837
32,482

4,409
3,825
8,234

4,844
4,723
9,567

4,819
4,360
9,179

18,717
40,744
59,461

Efficiencies
Income Generation
Service Transformation
Service Cuts
Total

(12,277)
(2,366)
(8,340)
(900)
(23,883)

(3,698)
(2,776)
(7,126)
0
(13,600)

(2,245)
(1,688)
(2,932)
0
(6,865)

(2,187)
(1,503)
(1,201)
0
(4,891)

(20,407)
(8,333)
(19,599)
(900)
(49,239)

Net Budget Requirement

145,180

139,842

142,569

146,880

574,471

Inflation
Service Pressure
Total

*Takes account of the Independent Living Fund.

Summary of Medium Term Strategy to 2019-20
Adult Social Care within the next generation model will be looking to form a new operating model of
social care through the combing of Olympus Care Community Services and Adult Social Care
Assessment and Care Managment functions. The new model will be able to meet demand led
services and also continue to develop its specialisims through focusing on complex needs. This will
form the basis of a future model which when fully operationally will become integrated with health
by 2020.
Prior to 2020 there will be a first stage integration with NHFT overseeing the hospital discharge
functions, therefore providing an integrated intermediate team, lead by NHfT.

Efficiencies
Improved efficiencies and effectiveness will build on Adult Social Care Services plans initiated last
year. In addition we will be looking to maximise opportunities from bringing together Olympus Care
Services and NCC Care Management, alongside closer working with our colleagues in Health, tighter
application of Continuing Health Care eligibility and reviewing care and support packages in such a
way as to better help people to help themselves.
Income Generation
We are seeking an increased Better Care Fund social care protection settlement this year from our
Health partners. We rely on funding through the Better Care Fund, and will continue to do so. In
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the medium term this will increase as per the Autumn Statement but increases will be from 2017
and the extent of the increase has yet to be announced. This revised Business Plan has taken a more
prudent view in respect of the BCF amount included in the draft budget for consultation and as a
result alternative savings proposals within ASC have been identified to help offset this movement.
The alternative saving proposals relate to additional savings from alignment of current Olympus Care
Services with Adult Social Care services, savings from a review of Olympus Care reablement service
and efficiencies through assessed needs for new ASC clients. Consultation will take place on any new
alternative proposals, where there may be an external impact, before implementation and the
results of such consultation will be taken into account in any final decision making process on these
new alternative proposals.The local authority is able to increase council tax by an additional 2% for
the purposes of support to Adult Social Care Services which will bring additional funding to the
Directorate.

Service Transformation
The Directorate plans to implement a stronger operating model based on more robust early
intervention, prevention and reablement services as well as a strength based progression model.
This is dependent on strong business support and targeted additional resources to bring about the
Transformation. Applying the new model at the point of referral, assessment, support planning and
review will generate improved outcomes and reduced costs.
As part of Next Generation Council, we are holding discussions with CCGs, OCS and NHFT on
opportunities to transform our services collectively, where appropriate to do so. We are therefore
well placed to meet the Autumn Statement on integration of Health and Social Care.

Service Cuts
Service cuts and service redesign are planned in order to transform services to be more cost
effective and better aligned to our new target operating model. The NCC workforce, with OCS,
means a much extended workforce. Further reductions in the staffing and training costs will be
needed in order to deliver the 2016-2017 budget.
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Proposal Number

Title - Growth Proposals

Description

2016-17

2017-18

2018-19

2019-20

£000

£000

£000

£000

Total

Inflation
10-033-01a

Forecast pay inflation

13-009-01a

Pension NI Increase

10-035-01b & 15001-13
15-009-03g - 15001-04

Contractual Inflation Adult Social
Care
National Living Wage Increase

Budget growth in respect of locally
negotiated pay inflation.
The Government's proposed introduction of
the single-tier state pension from April 2016
will no longer give the ability to 'contractout' and therefore the lower contracted-out
rates of national insurance will cease. The
implications are that the Council will be
required to increase national insurance
contributions by 3.4% and the estimated
financial impact of this change has been
built in from 2016-17.
Contractual Inflation relating to Adult Social
Care Services including block contracts.
From April 2016, the government will
introduce a new mandatory National Living
Wage (NLW) for workers aged 25 and above
, initially set at £7.20 - a rise of 50p relative
to the current National Minimum Wage
(NMW) rate.

Total Inflation

376

380

383

388

1,527

476

0

0

0

476

1,209

1,218

1,229

1,239

4,895

2,584

2,811

3,232

3,192

11,819

4,645

4,409

4,844

4,819

18,717

2,176

1,597

2,568

2,617

8,958

Other Service Pressures
10-024-01 & 15001-11

Demographic and prevalence
pressures including Transitions
impact

Demographic and prevalence pressures in
older people and younger adult services.
Estimated increase in Children transitioning
into Adults Social Care also included.
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13-001-01

13-001-09b, 14001-03,12, 16, 15001-08, 09, 10 &
12.

15-001-03 & 15001-04

Ongoing Care Act transformation
activity
Inescapable Service Pressure

Full year effect of care and
support pressure arising from
2015-16
Operational Staff Requirement

15-001-05 & 15001-07
Total Other Service Pressures
Total Growth Proposals

Additional base funding for 2016/17. The
effect of the implementation of the Care &
Support Bill from April 2015.
Recognition of base budget to be reinstated
in order for service to target the
transformation savings and efficiencies from
2016-17 based on latest business
intelligence. This includes previous
Independent Living Clients budget
requirements.
Estimated full year effect of care and
support pressure arising from 2015-16
including client contribution.
Additional base budget for operational staff.

405

0

0

0

405

19,199

1,739

1,741

1,743

24,421

5,554

0

0

0

5,554

503

489

414

0

1,406

27,837

3,825

4,723

4,360

40,744

32,482

8,234

9,567

9,179

59,461
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Proposal Number

Title - Savings Proposals

Description

2016-17

2017-18

2018-19

2019-20

£000

£000

£000

£000

Total

Efficiency
13-001-09c

15-001-16

15-001-19

15-001-22

15-001-24

Contract Renegotiation

Falls Ambulance Service

Enablement for Younger Adults

Decommissioning Stepping Stones

Continuing Health Care application
of legislaton

Alignment of current Olympus Care Services
with Adult Social Care Assessment and Care
Management Functions.
Proposal to decommission the Falls Ambulance
Service, as it does not provide a better
outcome than the regular ambulance service
and does not represent value for money. This
proposal will need to be agreed with our Health
Partners.
Proposal for new Younger Adults to be offered
a 12 week enablement programme to
maximise their skills which supports
independent living.
Proposal to decommission the stepping stones
contract, which provides temporary short term
solutions for service users. Alternative
arrangements for service users will be found
prior to decommissioning the contract and
therefore no service users will be affected.
Proposal to improve the application of
Continuing Health Care legislation, whereby
relevant care packages are funded by Health
and service users receive their eligible
entitlement to NHS Continuing Care.

(3,039)

(760)

(794)

(796)

(5,389)

(186)

0

0

0

(186)

(145)

(331)

(291)

(291)

(1,058)

(150)

0

0

0

(150)

(1,607)

(1,607)

(600)

(600)

(4,414)
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15-001-28

Younger Adults - High Needs Review

15-001-31

Carers

15-001-32

Correction of NCC base to reflect
NCC Pooled Contribution

15-001-33

External Reviews

15-001-34

Contractual Savings

15-001-35

Reduced Training

15-001-41

Efficiencies through assessed needs
for new clients.

15-001-39

Total Efficiency

Integration of Service Delivery

Continuation of the High Needs Review project
started in 2015/16. Reviewing Younger Adult
Service Users with complex needs and seeking
to promote independent living through
ensuring appropriate packages of care are in
place that 'step down' their needs over time.
Saving resulting from a review of the current
carers contract.
Alignment of Council contribution to pooled
equipment fund resulted from the
renegotiation with NHS Northamptonshire in
2015-16.
Proposal to externalise a number of care
package reviews to an external specialist
provider. They are aiming to maximise service
user opportunities for independent living and
reduce resultant packages of care.
A number of contracts are being reviewed for
value for money, prior to their renewal.
The service is looking to improve the
effectiveness of staff training delivery.
The service will take additional measures to
ensure service users needs are more precisely
targeted but that acceptable levels of risk are
maintained and people still have their eligible
needs met as required by the Care Act 2014.
Integration of health and social care out of
hospital services

(1,000)

(1,000)

(500)

(500)

(3,000)

(50)

0

0

0

(50)

(1,000)

0

0

0

(1,000)

(2,200)

0

0

0

(2,200)

(500)

0

0

0

(500)

(350)

0

0

0

(350)

(1,800)

0

0

0

(1,800)

(250)

0

(60)

0

(310)

(12,277)

(3,698)

(2,245)

(2,187)

(20,407)
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Income Generation
10-006-01

13-001-04

15-001-02

15-001-29

Benefit inflation increase reflected in
Adult Social Care client contribution
income.
Fairer Contribution Strategy

Community Interest Company
Return

Better Care Fund

Additional income resulting from benefit
inflational increase, which is accrued throught
assessed client contribution.
Estimated savings to be realised during
2016/17 arising from the remaining removal of
banded charges and move to fair assessment
charges. The new policy was agreed at Cabinet
in February 2014. Further savings to be
achieved in 2017-18 through income
maximisation project.
The service is investing into the Wellbeing
Community Interest Company, First for Wellbeing and is anticipating a return on its
investment in the form of reduced demand for
Adult Social Care services.
Additional social care protection funding,
subject to negotiation with our health partners,
as part of the Better Care Fund agreement for
2016-17.

Total Income Generation

(535)

(471)

(480)

(489)

(1,975)

(300)

(400)

0

0

(700)

(500)

(500)

(250)

(250)

(1,500)

(1,031)

(1,405)

(958)

(764)

(4,158)

(2,366)

(2,776)

(1,688)

(1,503)

(8,333)

(109)

(109)

(109)

(109)

(436)

(484)

0

0

0

(484)

Service Transformation
14-001-05

15-001-15

Shared Lives (Adult Fostering)

Discharge to assess

This proposal will consider increasing the
number and range of Shared Lives (Adult
Fostering) arrangements.
In line with legislation, NCC to ensure tighter
application of Continuing Health Care (CHC)
eligibility for people being discharged from
hospital.
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15-001-18

15-001-20

15-001-21

15-001-23

Reablement - Effectiveness of Short
Term Service

Contract Re-design

Reduction in Mental Health Pool
Contribution
Progression - Care Management and
Social Work

Reablement is a service to help people recover
skills and confidence to live at home and
maximise their independence. This proposal
reflects our current forecast of reablement
savings following the switch of reablement
capacity in May 2015, to allow for community
referrals.
The Shaw Specialist Care Centres (SCCs)
currently provide short term services. We are
proposing ceasing NCC funding for people
needing NHS support. The NHS is responsible
for Intermediate Care and has access to health
funded facilities. Options are being
considered to transfer / promote use of the
centres by Adult Social Care funded long-term
services, thereby reducing the overall cost for
NCC.
Current year saving from progression of Mental
Health Short Term services users, is assumed to
be sustainable on an on-going basis.
Progression is a different model of care
management and social work. A key aspect of
“Progression” focussed social work is the
emphasis on longer term planning for
individuals where particular focus is given to
the support
required to help people acquire the confidence
and skills to live more independently. Adoption
of the approach will lead to care and support
plans that result in reductions in support over
time, with quality of life improvement for the
person and consequent cost savings.

(1,115)

(1,115)

(1,115)

0

(3,345)

(2,173)

(2,173)

0

0

(4,346)

(350)

0

0

0

(350)

(1,700)

(1,000)

(300)

(150)

(3,150)
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15-001-26

15-001-27

15-001-30

15-001-37

15-001-40

15-001-38

Day Care Service Redesign

Domicilliary Care

Savings released from Adults Social
Care Contracts relates to prevention

Decommissioning of Olympus Care
Home

OCS Reablement

Benefits from the Older Person
Accommodation Strategy
Total Service Transformation

A review of the provision of Day Care for all
clients across both the independent care sector
and the Council's block contracts is to be
undertaken in order to optimise both client
outcomes and value for money.

Delivery of new model of domiciliary care
provision , building on the outcome based
domiciliary care pilot currently underway.

(467)

(467)

(466)

0

(1,400)

(442)

(442)

(442)

(442)

(1,768)

(450)

(400)

0

0

(850)

(150)

(420)

0

0

(570)

(900)

0

0

0

(1,000)

(500)

(500)

(2,000)

(8,340)

(7,126)

(2,932)

(1,201)

(19,599)

Savings released from the existing prevention
contracts before prevention contract budgets
are transferred to the Community Interest
Company, 'First for Well-being'.
Proposal to decommission Olympus Care
Services (OCS) residential care home, through
re-provision of alternative care. This is to make
the best use of contracted resources and to
ensure the provision of suitable bed based
social care provision for older people is
available.
Reablement is a service to help people recover
skills and confidence to live at home and
maximise their independence. A review is to
be undertaken in order to optimise both client
outcomes and value or money.
Older Peoples 5 year Accommodation Strategy

(900)
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Service Cuts
15-001-36
Total Service Cuts
Total Savings Proposals

Staff reduction

The service is looking to improve the efficiency
of service delivery, in selective areas.

(900)

0

0

0

(900)

(900)

0

0

0

(900)

(23,883)

(13,600)

(6,865)

(4,891)

(49,239)
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Children, Families and Education Directorate Plan 2016-17 to 2019-20
Executive Summary
Our focus is to improve outcomes for all children and young people in Northamptonshire. We
know that the delivery of sustainable and affordable services is essential over the medium term.
This requirement must be considered within the context of increased demand for services, a
challenging financial context and the continued focus on the following strategic priority outcomes:






All children are safe;
All children achieve their best in education, are ready for work and have skills for life;
All children grow up healthy and have improved life chances; and
All vulnerable children and young people are supported to achieve the best possible
outcomes.

Our vision is to improve our services to children, young people and their families by focusing our
resources on those who need them most at the earliest point of need - this will be through the
delivery of evidence-based interventions.
We want families and communities to be strong, resilient and able to function independently from
the state. We will work closely with Health and other key partners in Northamptonshire to offer
flexible support. Our focus will be to strengthen families and communities and thereby prevent
children and young people from needing safeguarding or care services.
We are working with early years settings and schools to deliver improved school readiness and
educational attainment. Our role in supporting and challenging schools is changing and we are
realigning our services to meet our ‘Race to the Top’ priority to be in the top quartile of performance
nationally for education by 2020.
For those who will need to be supported by safeguarding services we will focus our energies on
promoting the strength of the family and increasing their parenting capacity by effective
programmes and plans. We will ensure that when families step out of services it is appropriate and
safe. Where we do need to look after children we will ensure that they achieve the best possible
outcomes through effective and timely planning for their future, with a focus on educational
attainment and support to become independent.
Directorate Net Budget Requirement
The budget planning process incorporated a more outcome-based approach, with the introduction
of business plans for 2016-17. The table below provides details of the base budget brought forward
from 2015-16, any necessary adjustments for growth and savings to provide the allocated net
budget requirement for the Directorate for 2016-17 to 2019-20.
Summary of Medium Term Strategy to 2019-20
Our plan is a four year process of fundamental transformation of services for children in
Northamptonshire. This will be achieved through the delivery of a Children’s Trust, which will
redesign services and engage with the community to change the way we support children and young
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people. There will be a strong emphasis on early intervention and early help and we will promote
family resilience.
The commissioning of services will be reviewed and where possible integrated to achieve greater
efficiencies through the reduction of duplication and earlier intervention. All services will be
commissioned using an evidence-based approach and will focus on reducing the need for children
and young people to escalate into safeguarding services. This will realise improved outcomes for
children and young people. The approach to this radical transformation is outlined beneath.

2016-17
£000
Prior Yr Base Budget b/fwd

2017-18
£000

2018-19
£000

2019-20
£000

Total

124,110

129,213

122,687

124,584

2,173
23,174
25,347

1,602
396
1,998

1,671
2,500
4,171

1,758
2,500
4,258

7,204
28,570
35,774

Efficiencies
Income Generation
Service Transformation
Service Cuts
Total

(10,170)
(24)
(9,250)
(800)
(20,244)

(4,000)
(24)
(2,000)
(2,500)
(8,524)

0
(24)
0
(2,250)
(2,274)

0
(24)
0
(2,000)
(2,024)

(14,170)
(96)
(11,250)
(7,550)
(33,066)

Net Budget Requirement

129,213

122,687

124,584

126,818

503,302

Inflation
Service Pressure
Total

Service Transformation


A Northamptonshire Children’s Services Trust

As part of the next stage of improvement in Children’s Services, we have begun work with the
Department for Education to look at setting up a Northamptonshire Children’s Trust. In line with the
Next Generation Council, the Trust will enable services for children to be improved and sustained
over the medium to long term.
One of the key benefits of a Trust model is the flexibility it can give in relation to the workforce.
Within a Trust model we will be able to significantly improve the terms and conditions of
employment in order to reduce our dependence on agency workers. As a result the Trust model will
be more affordable and deliver a more stable workforce.


Learning, Skills and Education

We are reprioritising our provision of Learning, Skills and Education services to make sure we can
deliver this in a different way to be more efficient and have greater impact, as well as providing
consideration of trading and income generation opportunities.
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Efficiencies


Making Early Help Work

The national ‘1001 days’ manifesto highlights the importance of acting early to improve the
outcomes for children. We know that nationally, too many children and young people do not have
the start in life they need, leading to high costs for society and too many affected lives. The Council’s
strategy will be to build an effective and efficient early help offer which works across all statutory
bodies and community structures in Northamptonshire.
Through this programme of change, we will re-commission services to provide a seamless level of
support to families. At all times our approach will be to strengthen the skills and resilience of
families in Northamptonshire. This approach will take time, but ultimately will change the service
offer to children and young people.
A range of strategic initiatives will be delivered to reduce the complexity of pathways to support and
improve outcomes for those accessing our services. We will consolidate our early help offer and
simplify the services available, targeting those most in need.
Initially, this will require a disinvestment in some elements of Early Help in order to fund increased
demand for statutory services. However, over time, these new services will reduce demand and
allow a greater level of investment in Early Help.
In addition, as a result of work undertaken by officers since the draft budget was published, it is
proposed to update and alter the funding methodology on the confirmed available budget.
Currently, the funding for Children’s Centre Services is allocated through a historic Fair and Effective
Funding Methodology, which included whole community Indices of Multiple Deprivation (IMD)data
rather than a child and family focus. It is proposed that the methodology is updated to be more
focused on children, using the Income Deprivation Affecting Children Indices which indicates relative
performance of each Super Output Area (small area covering a certain number of people). It must
also be noted that IMD requires updating to utilise the latest data available (2015). Both of these
changes have an impact of the allocation methodology.
Subject to the budget proposals being ratified, to adhere to Childcare Act 2006, further consultation
during the spring on the impact of these changes will be undertaken.


Managing the Market

The market for placements (foster care, residential, etc) has become increasingly competitive over
the past year. A more coordinated approach will enable us to achieve greater value for money in
placements. In addition we will be increasing our in house provision across a range of areas so that
we are less reliant on external providers and reduce the associated costs.
Service Cuts
There will be a reduction in the re-commissioned value of the contract to support those young
people at risk of being ‘NEET’ - not in employment, education or training. This contract is currently
delivered by Horizons and is being re-tendered with a new contract to commence from 1st April
2016.
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Proposal Number
Inflation
10-035-01a

Title - Growth Proposals

Description

Contractual Inflation Children,
Families and Education

This increase reflects the contractual
inflationary pressures in existing contracts.

10-037-01a

PFI Increases NTLP

10-033-01b

Forecast Pay Inflation

Contractual inflation for the grouped schools
Private Finance Initiative scheme
Budget growth in respect of locally
negotiated pay inflation.
The Government's proposed introduction of
the single-tier state pension from April 2016
will no longer give the ability to 'contractout' and therefore the lower contracted-out
rates of national insurance will cease. The
implications are that the Council will be
required to increase national insurance
contributions by 3.4% and the estimated
financial impact of this change has been built
in from 2016-17.
From April 2016, the government will
introduce a new mandatory National Living
Wage (NLW) for workers aged 25 and above,
initially set at £7.20 – a rise of 50p relative to
the current National Minimum Wage (NMW)
rate.

13-009-01b

15-009-03c

Total Inflation

Pension NI Increase

National Living Wage Increase

2016-17
£000

2017-18
£000

2018-19
£000

2019-20
£000

Total

686

691

695

698

2,770

233

233

239

245

950

373

376

380

384

1,513

624

0

0

0

624

257
2,173

302
1,602

357
1,671

431
1,758

1,347
7,204
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Other Service Pressures
14-002-01
SEN Grant Cashflow

14-002-19

15-002-15

East Northants Temporary
Accommodation

Children's services Demographic
Growth

15-002-17

Looked After Children
Placements Pressure

15-002-31

Early Help Families

Total Other Service Pressures
Total Growth Proposals

Further reinstatement of SEN Grant funding
to deliver the implementation of Education,
Health and Care Plans. This funding is then
removed in later years from the NCC base
budget as the implementation is completed.
One off growth requirement to fund the
temporary accommodation as part of the
East Northants reorganisation, which is a
revenue cost. This budget growth will be
removed in 2017-18.
Budget growth required as the result of an
increasing child population and estimated
children needing care.
Recognition in budget terms on the current
reliance on the use of Agency staff and
placement costs to safeguard children.
Reinstatement of Early Help Families funding
to continue the successful delivery of the
Early Help Families Programme. This funding
is then removed in 2017-18 from the NCC
base budget as the Early Help Families
reserve draw down will have been fully
replaced.

24

(254)

0

0

(230)

350

(350)

0

0

0

1,500

2,000

2,500

2,500

8,500

20,300

0

0

0

20,300

1,000
23,174
25,347

(1,000)
396
1,998

0
2,500
4,171

0
2,500
4,258

0
28,570
35,774
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Proposal Number
Efficiency
15-002-29

Title - Savings Proposals
Making Early Help Work –
Proposal 1

15-002-28

Making Early Help Work –
Proposal 2

Various

Making Early Help Work Proposal 3
Managing the Market

15-002-26

15-002-24

Smarter Commissioning

Total Efficiency
Service Transformation
15-002-27
Education Reconfiguration and
Traded services Delivery

Various

Northamptonshire Children's
Trust

Public Description
Decommissioning the existing support
services contract and re-commissioning
interventions with a far stronger evidence
base (e.g. Multi Systemic Therapy).
A reduction in Children’s Centre Services in
areas of lesser need. Remaining provision
would be targeted in areas of greatest need.
Integrating commissioning across the
Directorate.
Through stronger and more strategic market
management and extending our in house
provision of placements (such as residential,
Independent Supported Accommodation).
Through smarter commissioning we are able
to reduce the Children with Disabilities
budget with no impact on service delivery.

Reconfiguration and targeting of Learning,
Skills and Education services including
consideration of trading and income
generation.
As part of the next stage of improvement in
Children's Services, we have begun work
with the Department for Education to look
at setting up a Northamptonshire Children's
Trust. In line with the Next Generation

2016-17
£000

2017-18
£000

2018-19
£000

2019-20
£000

Total

(2,000)

0

0

0

(2,000)

(3,000)

0

0

0

(3,000)

(770)

0

0

0

(770)

(4,000)

(4,000)

0

0

(8,000)

(400)
(10,170)

0
(4,000)

0
0

0
0

(400)
(14,170)

(250)

0

0

0

(250)

(9,000)

(2,000)

0

0

(11,000)
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Council, the Trust will enable services for
children to be improved and sustained over
the medium to long term. Within a Trust
model we will be able to significantly
improve the terms and conditions of
employment in order to reduce our
dependence on agency workers. As a result
the Trust model will be more affordable and
deliver a more stable workforce.
Total Service Transformation
Service Cuts
15-002-32
Reduction in funding for
demographic growth
15-002-33
Reductions in funding for Early
Help
15-002-30
Commissioning -Targeted NEET
provision
Total Service Cuts
Income Generation
15-004-19c
Fairer Charging Policy

Reducing funding available to meet
demographic growth within the county
No overall reduction substituted by Payment
by Results from Early Help Families Stage 2
Re-commissioning the contract for support
to vulnerable learners, at a lower value.

NCC charges the lowest council tax of any
council in England and believes that where
customers have a choice of whether to pay
for something, including enhanced services
then they should have that option. Similarly
if the 'state' already provides funding for
individuals that includes a provision to pay
for services, then NCC should not further
subsidise or duplicate that funding. These
we believe are at the heart of our 'fairer
charging' policy. Where appropriate we will
also avoid the build up of debt, and potential
bad debt provision' through charging

(9,250)

(2,000)

0

0

(11,250)

0

(500)

(750)

(1,000)

(2,250)

0

(2,000)

(1,500)

(1,000)

(4,500)

(800)
(800)

0
(2,500)

0
(2,250)

0
(2,000)

(800)
(7,550)

(24)

(24)

(24)

(24)

(96)
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appropriate payments in advance. Examples
of this will include, changing the charging
policies to ensure all our charging is in line
with other councils and reflects our lowest
taxation position.

Total Income Generation
Total Savings Proposals

(24)
(20,244)

(24)
(8,524)

(24)
(2,274)

(24)
(2,024)
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(96)
(33,066)

Environment, Development and Transport/ Place Directorate 2016-17 to
2019-20
Executive Summary
The strategic aim of the Environment Development and Transport (EDT)/Place Directorate is to help
support the social, economic and environmental wellbeing of Northamptonshire through a range of
interventions that cascade out of the Northamptonshire Arc document which is the strategic overarching plan for the County Council. This helps ensure that the right infrastructure is in the right
place at the right time, in ways that respect the heritage of the county and attract inwards
investment.

The 2016-20 EDT Business Plan is prepared at a time of the most significant challenges facing local
government in decades. Within the Council we are addressing unprecedented budget pressures and
financial cuts over the medium term, which demands a fundamental re-think in the way all of our
services are delivered.

Over the previous five years, EDT has undergone arguably the most radical and largest service
transformation of its kind compared to any other upper tier authority in the country, through its
HALO programme. As a result, EDT has managed to make in the order of £45m efficiency savings,
coupled with reductions in its staff complement, whilst at the same time seeing performance and
outcomes across all service areas improve significantly. According to official CIPFA statistics, EDT is
already providing some of the most cost effective services in the country at the lowest unit costs for
the Fire and Rescue Service, Highways, Planning, Trading Standards and Waste. Having achieved this
transformation the opportunity for further change of the same order cannot be achieved again.
Therefore, the Directorate will explore the potential of the Next Generation Council Model as a
means of tackling the continuing financial pressure that the County Council is under. Accordingly,
the Business Plan also sets out an outline proposition showing how EDT will evolve into the new NCC
Group and form the basis of the new PLACE Directorate. The Directorate fully embraces the concept
of Next Generation Council and this Business Plan is designed to form the building blocks of this new
way forward.

In addition to this, the Directorate is working on the implementation of a number of “Big Ideas” that
will help bring in income to the Council through the establishment of new and innovative Strategic
Alliances and partnerships.
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Pressures
Every service within the EDT Directorate has undergone a fundamental review in the last few years
resulting in radical transformations that have achieved service improvements together with
significant financial savings. The last piece of the jigsaw is the fundamental review of the Fire and
Rescue Service which is currently underway which looks at, among other things, the potential closer
collaboration with the Police and other blue-light services as part of its transformation.
This means that any further budget pressures will translate into decisions which have the potential
of impacting front line services and which will be noticeable by the general public. Most of the
savings indentified for 2016-17 fall into this category.

Notwithstanding the Council’s wider budget pressures, EDT is also experiencing increasing demand
from a range of quarters. In particular, climate change and extreme weather conditions place
increased pressure on the service. The effects on our roads of sequential weather events are
significant. These include the adverse cyclical impact of wet weather damage, dry weather damage,
cold weather damage, snow, floods and wind damage. Moreover, the growing and aging population
of the county has a substantial impact on EDT services. This is especially the case for waste disposal,
road adoptions, increased street lighting and energy costs, more home to school transport, more
special education needs transport, increased demand on the Fire and Rescue Service, increased
concessionary fares and increased accidents and the need for more traffic management. In other
words, demand for service is increasing while funding is decreasing.

The increasing demand for houses and jobs requires significant extra input from the County Council
in its statutory capacity in regards to planning applications, S106 agreements, our responsibilities of
the Local Lead Flood Authority and our ability to attract extra funding, particularly from the EU.
Further budget cuts will have an impact on the delivery of these statutory services.

Directorate Net Budget Requirement
The budget planning process incorporated a more outcome-based approach with the introduction of
business plans for 2016-17. The table below provides details of the base budget brought forward
from 2015-16, any necessary adjustments to growth and savings to provide the allocated net budget
requirement for the Directorate for 2016-17 to 2019-20.
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Prior Yr Base Budget b/fwd

2016-17

2017-18

2018-19

2019-20

£000

£000

£000

£000

Total

63,890

73,353

71,888

70,190

1,826

1,400

1,451

1,628

6,305

Service Pressure

10,454

728

794

806

12,782

Total

12,280

2,128

2,245

2,434

19,087

0

0

0

0

0

(173)

(143)

(143)

(143)

(602)

Service Transformation

(1,315)

(2,450)

(3,800)

(11,800)

(19,365)

Service Cuts

(1,329)

(1,000)

0

0

(2,329)

Total

(2,817)

(3,593)

(3,943)

(11,943)

(22,296)

Net Budget Requirement

73,353

71,888

70,190

60,681

276,112

Inflation

Efficiencies
Income Generation

Summary of Medium Term Strategy to 2019-20
The Place directorate will be seeking to achieve efficiencies through improved processes, practices
and procedures by rationalising a range of work currently undertaken across all four existing
Directorates. The main focus for activity will be to strengthen existing Strategic Alliances and
develop new ones in order to help deliver an increasing workload with reduced resources and
funding, including closer collaboration with other blue light services. This will involve the
exploitation of NCC assets more effectively and the potential for establishing new joint ventures with
public, private and voluntary sectors.

Efficiencies
Given that the overwhelming majority of the HALO Transformation Strategy has been effectively and
successfully delivered, there is not a great deal of scope for further efficiencies within the EDT
Directorate. The exception to this is the Fire and Rescue Service which is undergoing a fundamental
review of all aspects of service provision which should result in a number of efficiencies. This review
is still underway and it should be noted that all of this is subject to consultation through the
Integrated Risk Management Plan. See comments under Service Transformation below.
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Income Generation
The main increase in income will be through the wider roll-out of the Utilities Permit Scheme. A
review of fees and charges has already been undertaken and implemented following approval by
Cabinet. Many of the Council’s charges (e.g. skip licences and pavement crossovers) are significantly
affected by the elasticity of demand. In other words, if costs go up then public take-up might
reduce. Many of our charges are also set by Government and cannot be changed.

Service Transformation
Every part of the Directorate has already undergone significant and radical transformation that was
successfully delivered. The final part of the overall plan is the Fire and Rescue Service which is
undergoing a fundamental review including the opportunity for closer collaboration with the Police
and other blue-light services, (subject to the IRMP consultation process).
In addition, the Directorate is engaged with partners in a Total Transport Project which aims to
integrated transport service to meet the transport needs of all the community in a social enterprise
model which will benefit the community and reduce costs.
We will also continue to develop the partnership with Buckinghamshire and Oxfordshire, as part of
England’s Economic Heartland, to achieve economies of scale.
An innovative approach to energy generation will see us working with private sector partners to
develop new and sustainable models over the medium to long term.

Service Cuts
The savings proposals for 2016-17 translate into service reductions of various degrees of magnitude.
The implications of these cuts will be made transparent in the Equality Impact Assessments and be
subject to IRMP consultation where appropriate.
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Proposal Number

Title - Growth Proposals

Description

2016-17

2017-18

2018-19

2019-20

£000

£000

£000

£000

Total

Inflation
10-035-01c

15-009-03a

10-033-01c

13-009-01c

Total Inflation

EDT Contract Inflation

National Living Wage Impact

Forecast Pay inflation

Pension NI Increase

Contract Inflation in relation to Environment
Development and Transport.
From April 2016, the government will
introduce a new mandatory National Living
Wage (NLW) for workers aged 25 years and
above, initially set at £7.20 - a rise of 50p
relative to the current National Minimum
Wage (NMW) rate.
Budget growth in respect of locally
negotiated pay inflation.
The Government's proposed introduction of
the single-tier state pension from April 2016
will no longer give the ability to 'contract-out'
and therefore the lower contracted-out rates
of national insurance will cease. The
implications are that the Council will be
required to increase national insurance
contributions by 3.4% and the estimated
financial impact of this change has been built
in from 2016-17.

1,002

1,185

1,234

1,409

4,830

240

0

0

0

240

219

215

217

219

870

365

0

0

0

365

1,826

1,400

1,451

1,628

6,305
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Other Service Pressures
10-015-01

11-006-19

13-006-08

Volume changes on Waste
budgets

Streetlighting PFI

Collaboration on collection and
disposal of waste and recycling

Using data, forecasts are made as to how
much waste will be produced in the county.
Both quantity and price are forecast to
increase, however two types of waste that
was previously sent to landfill will now be
treated resulting in reduced costs. In
addition, recycling may increase. These
changes are reflected in the yearly budget
figures.
The cost to the County Council of the
streetlighting PFI is £90 million payable over
25 years. This equates to an average of £3.6
million per year over the duration of the
contract. This additional investment is part of
the phasing of the annual increment in
repayments, which increase steadily over the
first few years of the contract. The PFI not
only provides modern controllable lighting in
many areas, but also represents value for
money as it is less than the previous lighting
and maintenance costs.

(346)

378

444

456

932

150

0

0

0

150

7,000

0

0

0

7,000

Budget growth in respect of the 2015-16
proposal for closer collaboration with District
and Borough Councils on waste collection,
recycling and disposal. Work continues and a
revised savings proposal across all Directorate
services is included in the 2016-17 budget.
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13-006-13

Highways structural maintenance

Return to revenue funding of a proportion of
the £5m structural maintenance budget to
be funded from capital from 2014-15
onwards.
Realignment of base budget.

350

350

350

350

1,400

1,500

0

0

0

1,500

1,800

0

0

0

1,800

Total Other Service Pressures

10,454

728

794

806

12,782

Total Growth Proposals

12,280

2,128

2,245

2,434

19,087

15-006-41

Winter Maintenance

14-006-20

Highway Capitalisation
Investment

Formerly the council invested £5m of capital
in Highways Maintenance and £3m of this is
being put back into the revenue budget for
road maintenance. Of this amount £1.2m is
being cut, hence the total reinstatement to
revenue of £1.8m. However, of the £1.2m
saving £200k is being used to fund a new £2m
capital investment in highways maintenance.
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Proposal Number

Title - Savings Proposals

Description

2016-17

2017-18

2018-19

2019-20

£000

£000

£000

£000

Total

Income Generation
15-006-39

15-004-19d

Utilities Permit Scheme

Fairer Charging Policy

Total Income Generation

Additional income resulting from the
further roll out of the Utilities Permit
Scheme.

(30)

0

0

0

(30)

(143)

(143)

(143)

(143)

(572)

(173)

(143)

(143)

(143)

(602)

NCC charges the lowest council tax of
any council in England and believes
that where customers have a choice
of whether to pay for something,
including enhanced services then they
should have that option. Similarly if
the 'state' already provides funding
for individuals that includes a
provision to pay for services, then NCC
should not further subsidise or
duplicate that funding. These we
believe are at the heart of our 'fairer
charging' policy. Where appropriate
we will also avoid the build up of debt,
and potential bad debt provision'
through charging appropriate
payments in advance. Examples of this
will include, changing the charging
policies to ensure all our charging is in
line with other councils and reflects
our lowest taxation position.
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Service Transformation
13-006-01

13-006-04

14-006-23

15-006-40

15-006-42

15-006-44

Total Transport - Social
Enterprise Model

Renewable Energy Facility

Review of Fire Service

Waste Disposal

England's Economic Heartland

PLACE Joint Venture

Create an integrated transport service
to meet the transport needs of all the
community, possibly involving
strategic alliances or social enterprises
with profits channelled back into the
local community.
Development of a renewable energy
facility based on new technologies in
conjunction with private sector to
generate revenue.
Savings arising from a fundamental
review of the entire Fire and Rescue
Service and subject to consultation on
the Integrated Risk Management Plan.
This will include the exploration of
closer collaboration with Police and
other blue-light services.
Closer collaboration with District and
Borough Councils on waste collection,
recycling and disposal.
Creation of a Strategic Transport
Forum of County and Unitary Council's
and LEPs to drive savings from
collaborative procurements and other
efficiencies derived from increased
economies of scale.
Engage Private Sector to participate in
new joint venture partnership for the
PLACE Directorate which will provide
up front funding for infrastructure for
a long-term return on investment.

0

(500)

(1,000)

(1,000)

(2,500)

0

0

0

(10,000)

(10,000)

(815)

(700)

(500)

(300)

(2,315)

(500)

0

0

0

(500)

0

(400)

(400)

0

(800)

0

(500)

(500)

(500)

(1,500)
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15-006-45

Partnership with Neighbouring
Authorities

Efficiency savings through closer
collaboration with adjacent
authorities
Increase the optimisation of Superfast
Broadband to over 50% to trigger
further sharing of benefits.
Deliver financial savings through more
joined-up services and improved
processes.

0

(100)

(400)

0

(500)

0

0

(1,000)

0

(1,000)

0

(250)

0

0

(250)

(1,315)

(2,450)

(3,800)

(11,800)

(19,365)

(170)

0

0

0

(170)

(200)

(1,000)

0

0

(1,200)

(25)

0

0

0

(25)

(200)

0

0

0

(200)

(734)

0

0

0

(734)

Total Service Cuts

(1,329)

(1,000)

0

0

(2,329)

Total Savings Proposals

(2,817)

(3,593)

(3,943)

(11,943)

(22,296)

15-006-46

15-006-47

Exploitation of Superfast
Broadband
Place Commissioning
Efficiencies

Total Service Transformation
Service Cuts
15-006-11

15-006-29

Waste Management
Establishment & Waste
Education Review
Bus Subsidies

Rationalisation of senior management
and a review of the Waste Education
Service.
Removal of bus routes and subsidies

11-002-07-a

Archives and Heritage

Service cut that will be achieved
through a rationalisation of activities/
income opportunities.
Reduction in emergency planning
activities.
Removal of funding earmarked for the
technical development of projects,
preparation of funding bids, EU
matching funding, and the
development of sustainable transport
initiatives in support of the economic
development agenda.

15-006-14

Emergency Planning

15-006-19

Strategic, Partnership Delivery
& Economic Development
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Public Health and Wellbeing Directorate 2016-17 to 2019-20
Executive Summary
The intention of NCC and the Public Health and Wellbeing (PHW) Directorate is to ensure that the
capacities and capabilities of the whole of NCC and partners are utilised to improve the wellbeing of
the whole population. Our approach to wellbeing gives equal weight to both physical and mental
health, which are of equal status and inherently intertwined. Through organised efforts and
appropriate deployment of NCC resources in alignment with others’ resources, capabilities and assets
in the county, we:
 make people well;
 keep people well;
 ensure that people are well.

Core purpose and statutory duties
Under the Health and Social Care Act 2012, NCC has statutory responsibility for:


Improving the health of the Northamptonshire population, including tackling the wider
determinants of health inequalities.



Protecting the health of the Northamptonshire population through assuring that
accountable organisations have robust plans in place to protect the local population from a
range of health threats such as communicable disease, terrorism and other environmental
threats and emergencies; including plans for immunisations and screening programmes.



Ensuring that population health is supported by efficient and effective health and social care
services; this is called the “core offer” in national guidance and describes Public Health
involvement with CCGs and other commissioners in creating the evidence base to support
the prioritisation processes, service pathway development and the design and monitoring of
quality indicators across the health and social care system.

The Directorate’s statutory duties fall under the following categories:


Wellbeing and Public Health information and advice



Library services



County parks



Biodiversity
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Joint Strategic Needs Assessments (annually)



Improving health



Emergency planning



Assessing offenders risk



Research



Increasing representation



Oral health programmes and surveys



School nursing – health checks



The National Child Measurement Programme



Sexual health



Public health advice to Clinical Commissioning Groups



Charges and fees



Coroners services

Strategic outcomes
The wellbeing strategic priorities included in the Health and Wellbeing Strategy are:


Every child is safe and has the best start in life.



Vulnerable adults and elderly people are safe and able to use services and support that helps
them to live life as independently as possible.



People have healthier lifestyles and exert greater control over their health and wellbeing.

There are also a series of strategic outcomes identified in Northamptonshire’s Joint Strategic Needs
Assessment (JSNA), which are:


Smoking



Obesity



Mental health and wellbeing



Alcohol



Diabetes



Cancer



Cardiovascular disease



Respiratory disease



Sexual health, including teenage pregnancy



Early help and prevention



Social isolation
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Preventative support for ASC

Main activities and services
Specialist Public Health, including:


Sexual Health Service



Drug and Alcohol treatment and recovery services



Support of CCG commissioning plans



Children and Young People Nursing Service (First for Wellbeing Community Interest
Company)



Smoking Cessation Service (First for Wellbeing Community Interest Company)



NHS Healthcheck Programmes (First for Wellbeing Community Interest Company)

Integrated Wellbeing Service, including:


Commissioning and contract management of PHW commissioned services



Community Safety and Voluntary and Community Sector Liaison



Coroners Service and Engagement



Participation and Involvement in support of PHW and Adult Social Care Services

Major initiatives


The creation of a Wellbeing Community Interest Company (First for Wellbeing)



Improving School Nursing Services (anticipated to be delivered through First for Wellbeing)



Early Years Services (through First for Wellbeing)



Improving Drug and Alcohol Prevention



Sustainable delivery of Domestic Abuse Services



Improving Wellbeing – agreeing and implementing a Prevention Strategy across NCC, Health
partners and other key partners



Increasing the alignment of customer and community services, and voluntary and community
sector services, with the delivery of wellbeing outcomes



Building on co-production and engagement with our community

Assumptions


It is expected that the Customers, Culture and Place division services will transfer to First for
Wellbeing – a Community Interest Company jointly owned by the Council, Northamptonshire
Healthcare NHS Foundation Trust, and the University of Northampton.



The exception to this assumption is that the Archive and Heritage Service will become part
of the Place Directorate in the Next Generation Council model.
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It is expected that the current structure of the Public Health and Wellbeing Directorate will
change considerably. Functions currently in Customers, Communities and Place division are
expected to transfer to First for Wellbeing from the Council together with a small number of
commissioning staff from the current Integrated Wellbeing Services Directorate. It is
expected that there will be some transfer of function from the Integrated Wellbeing Services
division to First for Wellbeing to support that organisation’s subcontracting arrangements.



The remaining functions in the directorate are expected to be reconfigured within the Next
Generation Council model.



It is also anticipated that there will be a proposal to bring together policy and
commissioning relating to violence together with Northamptonshire Police and other
partners (subject to consultation and agreement).



In terms of approaches to service delivery, the commissioned services will be delivered
through appropriate/ expert providers e.g. wellbeing services will be commissioned from
First for Wellbeing.



It is expected that the staff remaining within the Council as part of the Next Generation
model in relation to the current directorate total as follows: Headcount = 32, FTE = 29.



Through the development of projects and service specifications, it is expected that there will
be close working with the Commissioner for Place within the Council. In particular one of the
specialist Public Health staff will have responsibility for relationship management with
colleagues in Place, another with colleagues in Children’s Services commissioning and
another for colleagues in Adult Social Care Services commissioning.



These colleagues will also lead on relationship management with service providers within
the council.



An identified lead role in the specialist Public Health team for analysis will lead the liaison
with the council’s Business Intelligence function.

Key activity assumptions


That funding to commissioned services continues at the current planned level, or as
amended in the Wellbeing Community Interest Company (First for Wellbeing) Business Case,
NCC MTFP



Demography remains consistent with current projections (age, ethnicity etc)



No unforeseen/unanticipated changes to statute/legislation impacting on Statutory Duties



That a funding contribution from partners at current rates for shared community safety
services continues
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Pressures
A major funding stream for the Directorate is ring fenced Public Health Grant. During 2015-16, the
amount of grant provided to local authorities was reduced (on a recurrent basis) by approximately
6.2% (by £2,138,833).
In the Chancellor’s Autumn Statement of 25th November, further reductions of Public Health Grant
nationally were announced. This will amount to a 2.2% reduction nationally in 2016-17, followed by
reductions of 2.5% in 2017-18, 2.6% in each of the two following years, and flat cash in 2020-21. The
allocation to each local authority is pro rata to the national savings for 2016-17. This additional
reduction for 2016-17 will be approximately £760k.
Other pressures are pay inflation, pensions, national insurance inflation, and increases relating to
the introduction of the National Living Wage.
The demand for services continues to increase in line with the overall growth of need in the
population, and this demand is expected to be addressed by continual service redesign and
efficiencies.
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Directorate Net Budget Requirement
The budget planning process incorporated a more outcome based approach with the introduction of
business plans for 2016-17. The table below provides details of the base budget brought forward
from 2015-16, any necessary adjustments to growth and savings to provide the allocated net budget
requirement for the Directorate for 2016-17 to 2019-20.

2016-17

2017-18

2018-19

2019-20

£000

£000

£000

£000

Prior Yr Base Budget b/fwd

Total

8,826

7,734

6,050

5,043

272

232

323

445

1,272

0

0

0

0

0

272

232

323

445

1,272

Efficiencies

(971)

(1,086)

0

0

(2,057)

Income Generation

(393)

(330)

(330)

(320)

(1,373)

Service Transformation

0

(500)

(1,000)

(1,000)

(2,500)

Service Cuts

0

0

0

0

0

(1,364)

(1,916)

(1,330)

(1,320)

(5,930)

7,734

6,050

5,043

4,168

22,995

Inflation
Service Pressure
Total

Total

Net Budget Requirement

Summary of Medium Term Strategy to 2019-20

Our focus over the medium term will be on


achieving efficiency in all our activities



commercialisation and business-like approach to First for Wellbeing, which after 3 to 4 years
will start delivering dividends to cover the base costs in services such as libraries



refreshing our preventative interventions



do what works well first and scale up, so that we can start reducing demand and costs,
especially in services such as Social Care (a projected reduction in costs of 2% at the end of
the medium term)
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Efficiencies


Reduction of funding for Healthwatch. There is potential for Healthwatch to absorb the
impact of this reduction through efficiencies.



Transferring management of Carers Services from Adult Social Care Services and delivering
efficiencies.

Income Generation


It is expected that the element of Public Health and Wellbeing in the Next Generation
Council will continue to receive income from managed universal services – services managed
in First for Wellbeing for countryside services, outdoor education, libraries, registration
services, adult learning, Knuston Hall and Northamptonshire Sport.



There are plans to increase fees and charges; it is anticipated that there will be a small
increase in income across the whole service portfolio of services transferring to First for
Wellbeing.



In addition, it is anticipated that income can be achieved by sharing resources for
community safety with the Police and other partners.



There are no other Income Generation activities planned by Public Health and Wellbeing
Commissioners outside of First for Wellbeing, but the business case for that organisation
identifies business to business health assessment opportunities.

Service Transformation


Through the development of First for Wellbeing, it is expected that efficiencies identified in
the business case will reduce the budget required for adult social wellbeing investment.



Savings will come from across the system by refocusing what we do and prioritising what
works, in areas such as Adult Social Care and Children’s safeguarding services.

Service Cuts


Removal of funding for Newton Field Centre. This is a small field centre which is part of the
outdoor education budget, there has been some work undertaken with the Charity to diversify
their income, the Charity does hold reserves, the future of the Charity will be for the Trustees
to determine.



Nourish: Cessation of services (provision of school meals). The service will cease from July
2016.
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Reduction in funding for Health and Wellbeing Board. This reduction will remove any budget
for specific Board projects and reduce the Board secretariat.



User engagement and Learning Disability Partnership Board. This will be achieved through
reduction of one post, impacting ability to engage with users effectively, particularly with
people with a learning disability.



Reduction of funding for Countryside Services through removal of Pocket Parks Officer post.
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Proposal
Number

Title - Growth Proposals

Description

2016-17

2017-18

2018-19

2019-20

£000

£000

£000

£000

Total

Inflation
10-033-01d
13-009-01d

15-009-03b

Forecast Pay Inflation
Pension NI Increase

National Living Wage
Increase

Total Inflation
Total Growth Proposals

Budget growth in respect of locally negotiated
pay inflation.
The Government's proposed introduction of the
single-tier state pension from April 2016 will no
longer give the ability to 'contract-out' and
therefore the lower contracted-out rates of
national insurance will cease. The implications
are that the Council will be required to increase
national insurance contributions by 3.4% and
the estimated financial impact of this change
has been built in from 2016-17.
From April 2016, the government will introduce
a new mandatory National Living Wage (NLW)
for workers aged 25 and above, initially set at
£7.20 – a rise of 50p relative to the current
National Minimum Wage (NMW) rate.

75

83

83

84

325

133

0

0

0

133

64
272
272

149
232
232

240
323
323

361
445
445

814
1,272
1,272
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Proposal
Number

Title - Savings Proposals

Description

2016-17
£000

2017-18
£000

2018-19
£000

2019-20
£000

Total

Efficiency

02-06

Cessation of direct delivery
of the school meals service
and the meals at home
service to older people

13-008-05

Newton Field Centre

14-008-11

Reduction in funding for
Healthwatch

15-008-08

Health and Wellbeing Board

15-008-09

User Engagement and
Learning Disability
Partnership Board
Pocket Park Resource

15-008-10

The Council will cease to deliver school meals
directly at the end of the Summer term in 2016.
The Council will cease to deliver directly Meals
at home to vulnerable people.
In both cases the Council will work with
alternative providers to put in place provision
for both schools and vulnerable people
Removal of support to Newton Fields Centre as
they become financially sustainable
A reduction in the current level of funding for
the Healthwatch service
Reduction of funding available to support the
running of the Health and Wellbeing Board
Reduction of funding available to support user
engagement and the Learning Disability
Partnership Board
Reduction in demand for the establishment of
new pocket parks, means that the Council no
longer needs a post.

15-008-12

Shared Community Safety
Service

Development of collaborative community safety
arrangements with Northamptonshire Police
and other partners

15-008-14

First For Wellbeing to
provide Carer Services

First for Wellbeing to provide Carer services.
This enables Adults Social Services to release
base budget savings.

Total Efficiency

(662)

(886)

0

0

(1,548)

(40)

0

0

0

(40)

(60)

0

0

0

(60)

(40)

0

0

0

(40)

(75)

0

0

0

(75)

(29)

0

0

0

(29)

(65)

0

0

0

(65)

0

(200)

0

0

(200)

(971)

(1,086)

0

0

(2,057)
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Service Transformation
First for Wellbeing Business
15-008-13
Case Savings
Total Service Transformation
Income Generation
13-008-03
Country Park development

15-008-11
15-004-19a

Increased income generation
through fees and charges.
Fairer Charging Policy

Total Income Generation
Total Savings Proposals

Delivery of integration efficiencies and
economic benefits through the First For
Wellbeing CIC business model

Further development of the council's Country
Parks to generate more income. This will ensure
that the service can continue to cover all its
costs thereby securing the sustainability of the
parks.
Additional income target in line with long term
development plan
NCC charges the lowest council tax of any
council in England and believes that where
customers have a choice of whether to pay for
something, including enhanced services then
they should have that option. Similarly if the
'state' already provides funding for individuals
that includes a provision to pay for services,
then NCC should not further subsidise or
duplicate that funding. These we believe are at
the heart of our 'fairer charging' policy. Where
appropriate we will also avoid the build up of
debt, and potential bad debt provision' through
charging appropriate payments in advance.
examples of this will include changing the
charging policies to ensure all our charging is in
line with other councils and reflects our lowest
taxation postion.

0
0

(500)
(500)

(1,000)
(1,000)

(1,000)
(1,000)

(2,500)
(2,500)

(13)

(10)

(10)

0

(33)

(60)

0

0

0

(60)

(320)
(393)
(1,364)

(320)
(330)
(1,916)

(320)
(330)
(1,330)

(320)
(320)
(1,320)

(1,280)
(1,373)
(5,930)
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NCC Group and Corporate Services 2016-17 to 2019-20
Executive Summary
The strategic vision for Northamptonshire County Council is to evolve into a Next Generation Council
with a small retained organisation, right-sourcing safeguarding and wellbeing outcomes through a
federation of newly formed bodies. The purpose of this plan is to provide greater clarity on the
structure and function of the retained organisation, NCC Group, which will ensure the sustainability
and deliverability of outcomes through its democratic mandate and commissioning functions, and its
ongoing engagement with customers and residents.
Functions
NCC Group will deliver eight core functions on behalf of the County Council:
•

Democratic interface: ensuring full democratic accountability and input into the functions
undertaken in whatever manner by NCC.

•

Market and Commercial Development: in charge of developing a thriving service provider
market which helps residents reach those outcomes which will keep them safe and well. This
market includes organisations set up by NCC; the development of a thriving voluntary and
community sector and appropriate private sector providers and also the establishment of
breeze-e.com as the e-marketplace for all people to access wellbeing goods and services in
an easy manner.

•

Commissioning and Contract Management: commissioning the right providers at the right
price to deliver the right outcomes, and effectively commissioning the largest contracts for
the organisation.

•

Quality Assurance and Safeguarding: ensuring our outcomes are achieved and we are
safeguarding our residents and customers.

•

Customer Insight and Business Intelligence: the repositories of data, analysis and
intelligence which will help the organisation understand demand and markets, current and
future customer trends and inform effective commissioning.

•

Communication and Brand Development: this will ensure customers and residents have
access to the information they require on access to services, deliver societal-wide messaging

•

and help demand management, while also protecting the brand and reputation of the
Council.
Financier, Shareholder and Funder: ensuring that state funding, treasury and investments
are effectively managed to deliver value for money and achieve outcomes.

•

Regulatory and Policy Engagement: active engagement with the Government and central
policy setters to influence policy development and get the best deal for the county.
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In addition to NCC Group , this summary plan also covers corporate services (managed by LGSS)
including corporate IT infrastructure, corporate and capital financing, pensions and asset
management. Whilst these are established and therefore not described in the written section of this
appendix, thay are presented in both pressures and efficiencies tables. We continue to strive to
make our support services, via LGSS, perhaps the most efficient in any Local Authority.
Structure
NCC Group will consist of five key areas, highlighted in the diagram below.

These five areas comprise the following core functions:
Area

Function

Chief Executive

Democratic interface
Communication and Brand Development (Currently
Communications & Marketing Team)
Shareholder and Funder
Regulatory and Policy engagement
Customer Service Centre (prior to development of a
Super Customer Service Centre)

Director of Finance

Financier
Shareholder and Funder
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Strategic Commissioning for Place

Market and Commercial Development
Commissioning and Contract Management

Strategic Commissioning for People

Market and Commercial Development
Commissioning and Contract Management

Business intelligence & Performance

Quality Assurance and Safeguarding

Improvement

Customer Insight and Business Intelligence
Regulatory and Policy engagement

Restructure and Transformation
The eight functions of NCC Group are currently delivered across a variety of Northamptonshire
County Council service areas to varying output levels dependant on current capacity and capability.
NCC Group will maximise current NCC resources by bringing together the capacity, knowledge and
learning from what are currently our Directorates and use this to change and improve approaches
and capabilities to ensure we deliver our defined outcomes within our budget envelope, and in a
way that manages and meets changing customer expectations and practices.
•

Chief Executive’s Office. A key aspect of the Chief Executive’s Office in the new model is to
confirm the priorities of NCC Group with Cabinet and oversee the delivery of these via its
Strategic Commissioners. The Chief Executive’s Office will hold accountability for the overall
success of NCC and ensure corporate governance is in place and is followed, including the
democratic process. Financial and legal governance will continue to be supported by LGSS,
with a directly responsible individual identified within the Chief Executive’s Office to provide
direction and ensure delivery.

•

Communications and Marketing. Through our communications and marketing function we
will deliver a full mix of communications, marketing, digital development and public affairs
activity to protect the Council’s reputation and brand, provide the right support to
commissioned enterprises, enable outcome delivery and stand up for Northamptonshire on
the national stage.

•

Customer Service Centre. The Customer Services function exists to provide a single and
joined up customer front line across NCC and its various enterprises. The quality-assured
Customer Service Centre and Web & Digital Team have been established to handle all forms
of consumer contact adding value with advice and information to complex and emotional
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transactions. It optimises customer journeys across channels (web, telephone, e-mail, web
chat and social media), offering choice, control and increased satisfaction (brand reputation)
and also provides data around how and why contact is made with recommendations for
improvements- in terms of service delivery and what is important to people to inform
commissioning of service.
•

Business Intelligence & Performance Improvement. Providing the intelligence for intelligent
commissioning performance information and analysis, to inform the direction of travel of the
Council based on what we know, and ensure statutory duties are being met. The new model
will provide a commissioning data central collection point, greater resource and focus on
corporate policy, horizon scanning and critically quality assurance function via a clear Quality
Assurance Framework, bringing together the roles of Audit, customer feedback and contract
monitoring.

•

People and Place Commissioning. A key area of NCC Group is commissioning and market
development. This means that we will use our intelligence and data to identify the outcomes
required within the county and commission the most appropriate organisations, businesses
or individuals to deliver these for us. By doing this we will help develop a thriving local
market for the provision of services giving you choice and control.

Proposals
A large majority of NCC Group consists of back-office functions, therefore proposals to centralise
resource and change ways of working will have no impact on service users on a day-to-day basis.
Ultimately the service user impact from NCC Group will come through its commissioning and market
development strategies as it grows and transforms, which will be subject to the standard Council
policies and procedures.
However, there are proposals to reduce costs whilst moving to a single customer front end across all
channels which will impact service user access to council services:
1. Development of a Super Customer Service Centre which involves partnership working across
organisations and partners in the county to deliver a joined up and holistic customer service,
covering all contact channels (phone contact, email, web, social media platforms etc). In
2016-17 NCC Group intends to ensure customer contact across all its federated model
vehicles is moved into the Customer Service Centre.
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2. Digital Northamptonshire project: digitalising as many services and transactions as possible
and giving customers more choice and control, while delivering savings across the board.
NCC group will reduce costs by digitalising back office functions across the entire new model
with implementation to be progressed as quickly as possible during the coming years.

Directorate Net Budget Requirement
The budget planning process incorporated a more outcome based approach with the introduction of
business plans for 2016-17. The table below provides details of the base budget brought forward
from 2015-16, any necessary adjustments to growth and savings to provide the allocated net budget
requirement for the Directorate for 2016-17 to 2019-20.

2016-17

2017-18

2018-19

2019-20

£000

£000

£000

£000

Total

79,366

72,989

75,688

74,834

Inflation

2,457

2,378

2,370

2,395

9,600

Service Pressure

8,003

3,248

(658)

3,000

13,593

10,460

5,626

1,712

5,395

23,193

(11,833)

(1,164)

(803)

(308)

(14,108)

(313)

(113)

(113)

(113)

(652)

(4,691)

(1,650)

(1,650)

2,600

(5,391)

(16,837)

(2,927)

(2,566)

2,179

(20,151)

72,989

75,688

74,834

82,408

Prior Yr Base Budget b/fwd

Total

Efficiencies
Income Generation
Service Transformation

Total

Net Budget Requirement

305,919
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Directorate

Base Gross

Unavoidable

Expenditure

Service

Budget

Pressures

£m

£m

Savings

Gross
Budget

Income

Net
Expenditure
Budget

£m

£m

£m

£m

5.34

0.20

(2.76)

2.77

(0.35)

2.43

Corporate Functions

52.21

9.19

(11.30)

50.07

(16.23)

33.87

LGSS Managed

13.97

0.27

(1.41)

12.83

(0.63)

12.20

LGSS Operational

17.45

0.80

(1.36)

16.88

(4.40)

12.48

88.97

10.46

(16.83)

82.60

(21.61)

60.99

Chief Executive Services

Total NCC Group

Summary of Medium Term Strategy to 2019-20
From April 2016, NCC Group will establish itself as the hub of strategic commissioning across the
Council and its federated organisations, on a model of centralisation and outcome-focused
commissioning.
The success of the Next Generation Council model is intrinsically linked to the ability of NCC Group to
commission services that achieve great outcomes for residents whilst also significantly reducing the
cost of achieving those outcomes through alternative funding mechanisms, more effective
commissioning and working in partnership. Some key design principles are therefore required that
need to run throughout NCC group and the spin out organisations:
1. Outcome focused
2. Commissioning decisions based on data and intelligence
3. Partnership working across the model
4. A culture of trust and joint responsibility
5. Strategy based on democratic mandate and a clear understanding of the wider political and
economic environment.

Efficiencies
The NCC Group is continually reviewing its approach and arrangements in order to identify and
deliver efficiencies in order to maximise the investment in NCC front line services. As a result, a
number of efficiencies have been included in the NCC Group proposals. These include additional
cost reductions through our very successful LGSS shared service arrangement, maximising the use of
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our assets further, creating operational efficiencies through Project Angel and driving our utility
costs down. In addition the NCC Group constantly keeps under review corporate elements of NCC’s
functions in order to minimise costs, in particular through our Treasury Management function and
by keeping our Minimum Revenue Provision under review.
Income Generation
In 2016-17 the NCC Group will be placing greater emphasis on a fairer charging policy. Given the
continued period of austerity and the fact that NCC is a low taxing authority, NCC is proposing an
approach to generate more income through charging levels and policies – a low taxing but higher
charging authority. This is very much being determined by the changes in central government
funding for NCC as the Revenue Support Grant is phased out over the Spending Review period.
Service Transformation
Taking the continued austerity further and the announcements made in the Spending Review 2015,
the NCC Group proposals include a number related to the transformation of public services through
the deeper integration of services. These include the extension of existing areas of transformation
such as the Better Care Fund and other opportunities for integration with Health, such as joint
commissioning arrangements. Other proposals include the move, working with or District and
Borough partners, to a Combined Authority for Northamptonshire, which has the potential to
generate significant efficiencies for the County.
Further still NCC Group will be looking to make further service transformation internally through the
centralisation of functions currently dispersed across the whole of NCC, and reviewing structures to
ensure the maximisation of resources as the Next Generation Council evolves.
In addition the NCC Group proposals include the creation of an NCC Transformation Fund to be
utilised across the organisation. The fund will be used to support services in their transformation as
they integrate and evolve as part of the Next Generation Council. This will be funded by an
additional capital receipt target which the Spending Review 2015 confirms can be used for
transformational expenditure.
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Proposal
Number

2016-17
£000

2017-18
£000

2018-19
£000

2019-20
£000

Title - Growth Proposals

Description

Total

Forecast Pay Inflation

Budget growth in respect of locally negotiated pay
inflation.

313

315

319

321

1,268

The Government's proposed introduction of the
singletier state pension from April 2016 will no longer
give the ability to 'contract-out' and therefore the lower
contracted-out rates of national insurance will cease.
The implications are that the Council will be required to
increase national insurance contributions by 3.4% and
the estimated financial impact of this change has been
built in from 2016-17.

607

0

0

0

607

Inflation
10-033-01e/f/g
13-009-01e/f

Pension NI Increase

10-036-01

Utilities Inflation

Inflationary pressure on the utilities contracts.

0

600

600

600

1,800

10-035-01d

Environment Levy Inflation

Inflation on Environment Levy

0

30

30

30

90

15-009-03e/d/f.

National Living Wage Increase

From April 2016, the government will introduce a new
mandatory National Living Wage (NLW) for workers aged
25 and above, initially set at £7.20 – a rise of 50p relative
to the current National Minimum Wage (NMW) rate.

3

11

21

44

79

This represents the additional investment required to
meet the pensions pressures in line with 2014 valuation
and Actuary Certificate for the three year period 2014-15
through to 2016-17. This will be revisited in March 2017
when an indication will be given on commitments in
future years.

1,512

1,400

1,400

1,400

5,712

10-034-01

Pensions increases
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15-009-01

Insurance Premium Tax Increase With effect from November 2015 the rate of insurance
premium tax will increase to 9.5% for general insurance
products from its current level of 6%. This will add an
unrecoverable tax burden with effect from the 2016/17
financial year with a part year effect in that year and the
full effect in 2017/18.

22

22

0

0

44

2,457

2,378

2,370

2,395

9,600

100

0

0

0

100

0

1,379

0

0

1,379

0

(150)

0

0

(150)

A £3m base budget was set up in 2011-12 to support the
redundancy provision for redundancy payments and
pension strain. Based on the current forecasts for staff
reductions over the next four years, this budget can be
reduced in year 1 and reinstated in year 3.

1,000

0

0

0

1,000

The one off costs of double running costs and
dilapidations of leased buildings to facilitate the delivery
of Project Angel.

800

(800)

0

0

0

Total Inflation
Other Service Pressures
14-008-10

13-009-11

14-009-01

11-009-02

13-009-07

Royal & Derngate

New Homes Support

This replaces the contribution from the Second Homes
Fund which is no longer available. Contribution to R & D
approved by Cabinet in 2011.
This is the extra set aside to Support Schemes in place
for New Homes Development.

Investment in Improved Council Development of a scheme to improve performace in the
collection of Council Tax which will be completed by the
Tax
end of 2016-17, therefore the budget is released as a
saving in 2017-18.
Reducing Redundancy Budget

Project Angel Transition
Pressure
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15-009-04

15-009-07

15-009-06/5

15-009-11

Northampton Schools PFI
Increase to Base
Service Transformation
Requirement

Capital Financing and Interest

Additional Borrowing Costs

Funding increase required to bring the ongoing
projected costs and funding of the Northampton schools
PFI project into balance.

1,000

0

0

0

1,000

The creation of a Transformation Fund to drive forward
the Next Generation Council model, the deeper
integration of public services and service transformation
proposals

2,500

0

0

0

2,500

Capital Financing and Interest – review of capital
financing and interest cost requirement as part of the
Treasury Management activities of NCC

1,203

1,262

(858)

0

1,309

Financing costs resulting from additional external
borrowing due to the use of capital receipts in the
funding of transformation activity.

1,200

900

200

0

2,598

15-009-12

Repayment of Debt

A planned additional repayment of debt

0

0

0

3,000

3,000

15-009-13

Apprenticeship Levy

Government directive to apply an Apprenticeship Levy
from April 2017 onwards, based on 0.5% of total salary.

0

657

0

0

657

200

0

0

0

200

8,003

3,248

-658

3,000

13,593

10,460

5,626

1,712

5,395

23,193

15-004-26

Review of Democratic Core
Services

Total Other Service Pressures
Total Growth Proposals

Realignment of Budget
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Proposal Number

Title - Savings Proposals

Description

2016-17
£000

2017-18
£000

2018-19
£000

2019-20
£000

Total

Efficiency
15-004-03

15-004-14
15-004-16

15-004-17

Business Intelligence and
Performance Improvement Reducing the cost of investigating
statutory complaints in Children's
Services

Efficiencies delivered through better management
of complaints statutory process by working in
partnership with Children's Services to improve
early resolution of complaints and reduce the
need for escalation and investigations.

Removal of residents tracker

Cessation of the council's regular residents' survey.

Removal of Licensing costs

Reduction of Empowering
Councillors Allowance

This would remove licencing required for the
photocopying and reproduction of newspaper,
magazine, book and periodical articles.
This would involve the introduction of new rules
across the council to stop such activity.
Savings for a review and re-design of political
support services including Empowering
Councillors Scheme.

(90)

0

0

0

(90)

(25)

0

0

0

(25)

(25)

0

0

0

(25)

(114)

0

0

0

(114)
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15-004-18

14-005-01

13-005-07

13-009-08
15-005-03

10-020-01

15-004-13

Business Intelligence and
Performance ImprovementSavings from the removal of
vacancies

BIPI Savings from the removal of existing vacancies
and also any occurring vacancies over the coming
financial year.

LGSS Operational Savings

The continued delivery of savings associated with
the growth and improved efficiency of LGSS, the
shared service vehicle for business support
services, owned by Northamptonshire and
Cambridgeshire County Councils.

Leverage on Assets Phase 2

Continued efficiencies from rationalising the
property estate achieving reduced property costs
such as maintenance and rents.

(200)

0

0

0

(200)

(1,361)

(564)

(803)

(708)

(3,436)

(500)

(500)

0

0

(1,000)

Project Angel - Property
operational saving

Reduced running costs from operating one new
building and exiting 12 old buildings.

(500)

(1,000)

0

0

(1,500)

Energy Awareness Programme

A reduction in utility costs associated with
enhanced energy awareness across NCC to ensure
no wasted energy through ensuring equipment is
fully turned off when not in use and not heating
and lighting buildings or parts of buildings
unnecessarily.

(100)

0

0

0

(100)

(1,000)

1,000

0

0

0

(12)

0

0

0

(12)

Capital financing and interest

The current costs of financing the county's debt
portfolio, reflecting the reductions in internal
balances, lower investment rates and including
the MRP and borrowing costs with regard to the
proposed Capital Programme.

Cancel NLGN Innovation Network Cancel NLGN Innovation Network subscription.
subscription
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15-004-23

15-004-24

15-009-09

15-009-10

15-009-02

Total Efficiency

Removal of Political Assistant
Posts

Disband Personnel Committee

PFI Schemes - Review of contract
costs

PFI Scheme - Debt Assignment

Review of MRP Policy

Savings from a review and re-design of political
support services including Empowering
Councillors Scheme.
(96)

0

0

0

(96)

(10)

0

0

0

(10)

0

(200)

0

0

(200)

0

(300)

0

0

(300)

(7,800)

400

0

400

(7,000)

(11,833)

(1,164)

(803)

(308)

(14,108)

Disband Personnel Committee and replace with
an ad-hoc committee for Senior Management
appointments.
A review of the NCC contract management
arrangements across all of its PFI schemes as part
of NCC's Next Generation Council model.
Continued working with NSL (the Schools PFI
Contractor) to seek to achieve savings in respect
of the grouped schools PFI contract.
Alteration to Minimum Revenue Provision profile
to maintain a prudent annual revenue charge.
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Income Generation
15-004-19

15-005-04

Fairer Charging Policy

Guidant Contract Rebate

Total Income Generation

NCC charges the lowest council tax of any council
in England and believes that where customers
have a choice of whether to pay for something,
including enhanced services then they should
have that option. Similarly if the 'state' already
provides funding for individuals that includes a
provision to pay for services, then NCC should not
further subsidise or duplicate that funding. These
we believe are at the heart of our 'fairer charging'
policy. Where appropriate we will also avoid the
build up of debt, and potential bad debt
provision' through charging appropriate payments
in advance. examples of this will include changing
the charging policies to ensure all our charging is
in line with other councils and reflects our lowest
taxation postion.

(113)

(113)

(113)

(113)

(452)

Due to the level of agency social workers
supporting the NCC Improvement journey in our
Children’s Services, NCC has been able to
negotiate a rebate with Guidant (our agency
framework provider), which has not been
budgeted for in previous years. This proposal
builds this rebate into the budget given the
ongoing demand for agency social workers.

(200)

0

0

0

(200)

(313)

(113)

(113)

(113)

(652)
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Service Transformation
15-004-11
15-004-05

15-004-09

NCC Group Management and
Support Staff Restructure
Centralisation of
Customer Services

front

Centralisation of comms and
marketing spend and posts

NCC Group Business Management and Support
Staff Restructure
line Centralisation of all initial customer contact to the
Customer Service Centre and Web Site across all
directorates / federated organisations. Removes
duplication and double handling of issues and
simplifies processes that customers follow.
Allows more in depth service at the first point of
contact and allows for more queries to be
resolved the first time customers ask us to do so.
Allows increased prevention and wellbeing
services to be promoted at the first point of
contact.
Further centralisation of communications and
marketing spend, posts and activity across the
organisation, and where relevant associated
council-owned enterprises, into NCC group.

(76)

0

0

0

(76)

(1,000)

0

0

0

(1,000)

(165)

0

0

0

(165)
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15-004-20

15-004-22

NCC Transformation - NGC
Structures

Move to a Combined Authority

NCC Transformation - Next Generation Council
Structures : As part of the overall direction of
public service review and in particular the
creation of the Next Generation Council, we will
be enhancing our commissioning function within
NCC group and with NHS commissioners. This will
result in the creation of people and place
commissioners and commissioning teams working
jointly to the two commissioners as well as the
potential to combine health and social care
commissioning, which is in line with the
Government's Better Care fund and Health and
social care integration agenda.

(750)

0

0

0

(750)

There is huge potential if the local authorities in
Northamptonshire work together in an integrated
manner to deliver services without any loss of

(200)

(400)

(400)

(400)

(1,400)

democratic input or sovereignty. Districts and
Boroughs have agreed to work with NCC in
recognition of the overall austerity and growth
impacts on the county. Examples include where
we have agreed in the immediate future to look
at how we can benefit more as councils from
working together to generate income from the
fast growth in the county, such as potential self
build initiatives, and also the use of housing and
land assets to reduce the costs of social care by
aiding NCC bring our customers into more local or
county based facilities.
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15-004-25

15-009-08

Increased Use of Social Impact
Bonds

Capital Receipts - Transformation
Capitalisation

Total Service Transformation
Total Savings Proposals

The use of Social Impact Bonds to improve
outcomes and cost of delivery (e.g. Multisystemic
Therapy in Children’s Services, reducing isolation
in communities and improving the wellbeing of
older people etc); plan to set up schemes during
2016/17, with returns on investement
materialising during 2018-19.
The creation of a Transformation Fund to drive
forward the Next Generation Council model, the
deeper integration of public services and service
transformation proposals.

0

(1,250)

(1,250)

3,000

500

(2,500)

0

0

0

(2,500)

(4,691)

(1,650)

(1,650)

2,600

(5,391)

(16,837)

(2,927)

(2,566)

2,179

(20,151)
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Glossary of Terms
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Glossary
Billing Authority
The Authority that has responsibility for collecting the Council Tax and Business Rates i.e. the
District or Borough Council.

Budget Requirement
The amount the Council plans to spend each financial year. The budget requirement is
financed from general Government Grant and Council Tax.

Business Rates
Also known as National Non Domestic Rates (NNDR). The charge paid on all Non Domestic
properties based on rateable value determined by the District Valuer (not local authorities).
The rate in the pound is set by the Government. In April 2013 The Business Rates
Rentention System was introduced which has given Local Authority’s an incentive to
encourage economic development by allowing them to retain some of their business rates
growth.

Capital Financing Requirement (CFR)
The level of capital spending financed from borrowing.

CIPFA
CIPFA is the Chartered Institute of Public Finance and Accountancy. CIPFA provide guidance
for Councils on finance issues.

Collection Fund
The mechanism by which the District or Borough Council keeps the local taxation system
separate from its own accounts. The surplus or deficit on the collection fund at the end of
each year is fed into the Council Tax calculation for the following year.

Core Cash
The level of cash which underpins the Council's general reserves, earmarked reserves and
provision. The level of core cash can be predicted with more certainty than working capital
cash, hence can be invested for longer periods to achieve a greater return.

Council Tax Requirement
The amount of Council Tax required to support the budget the Council plans to spend.

Earmarked Reserves
Reserves set aside for specific purposes

Long Term Borrowing
The total long term borrowing of the Council consists of loans from the Public Works Loans
Board (PWLB) and market loans.

Market Loans
Borrowing undertaken by the Council from sources other than the Public Works Loans Board
(PWLB).
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Minimum Revenue Provision
The minimum statutory amount the Council must charge to its revenue account for the
repayment of long term borrowing.

Precept
The sum the County Council requires from each of the Collection Funds to be able to meet
its budgetary requirements, i.e. budget requirement less RSG, less Business Rates share.

Prudential Code
The Prudential Code is the most significant change in the system of capital finance in recent
years. Since April 2004, local authorities have not been subject to external controls for the
level of capital expenditure and borrowing. The key objectives of the Prudential Code are to
ensure, within a clear framework, that the capital investment plans of the Council are
affordable, prudent and sustainable.

Public Works Loan Board (PWLB)
The PWLB is the main source of borrowing for local authorities.

Relative Needs Formula (RNF)
The RNF is determined by Government and is used to calculate the amount of Formula Grant
the Council receives.

Revenue Support Grant (RSG)
The grant is paid only in support of expenditure up to the level of the RNF. It is part of the
Formula Grant provided by Government. RSG is a general grant that is not tied to any
specific expenditure.

Specific Grants
Government Grants in aid of particular services i.e. Social Services, Education which cannot
be used for any other purpose.

Supported Borrowing
The level of borrowing for which the Council receives financial support from the Government
through the Formula Spending Share (FSS).

Tax Base
Each dwelling in England has been placed in one of eight valuation bands, A to H, based on
its capital value at 1st April 1991. The tax base is expressed in terms of "equivalent band D
dwellings". Each property band is weighted in relation to the band D property which is
regarded as the benchmark and has a value of 1. Band A properties, for example, are
weighted by 0.67 (6/9ths) whereas Band H properties have a weighting of 2 (18/9ths).

Working Capital Surplus
The day to day cash flows to manage the spending commitments of the Council.
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